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Writing in 1977, Oscar Schachter famously described the professional community
of international lawyers as an “invisible college of international lawyers.”1 In his words,
“hat professional community, though dispersed throughout the world and engaged
in diverse occupations, constitutes a kind of invisible college dedicated to a common
intellectual enterprise. As in the case of other disciplines, its members are engaged in
a continuous process of communication and collaboration.”2 Evidence of this worldwide process of communication and collaboration could be found in “the journals and
yearbooks of international law, in the transnational movement of professors and students, and in the numerous conferences, seminars and colloquia held in all parts of the
globe.”3
Schachter was quick to note that this process of communication was “by no means
conined to the realm of scholarship.”4 International bodies and conferences were largely
composed of jurists who maintained intellectual contact with the scholarly side of the
profession. In addition, the invisible college extended into the sphere of government, as
scholars frequently worked in or for their governments in ways that resulted in a “pénétration paciique” of ideas from the academy into oicial channels.5 It would be unrealistic, Schachter cautioned, to think of this as a one-way penetration. Instead: “Individuals

1
2
3
4
5

Oscar Schachter, he Invisible College of International Lawyers, 72 Nw. U. L. Rev. 217, 217 (1977).
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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who move from one role to another are unlikely to remain uninluenced by the ideas and
considerations which impinge on them in their diferent capacities. he mingling of the
scholarly and the oicial afects both categories, and oten creates tension as individuals
move from one role to another or perceive themselves as acting in the dual capacity of
objective scientist and government advocate.”6
International lawyers and academics have long been taken with this description of
their professional community, but how accurate is it? I suggest that it might be better
to understand the transnational ield of international law as comprising a divisible college of international lawyers. International law academics in diferent states oten have
distinct proiles based on where they studied, whom they teach, which languages they
use, what and where they publish, and how they engage with practice. Rather than a
single community, the ield consists of separate, though overlapping, communities, oten
demonstrating distinct approaches, reference points, hierarchies, areas of expertise, and
spheres of inluence.
his chapter identiies and explores some of the nationalizing, denationalizing, and
westernizing inluences that relect and reinforce the divisible college of international
lawyers, focusing in particular on (1) the transnational low of students, (2) the educational proiles of international law academics, (3) the publication placements of international law academics, and (4) common connections between international law academia
and practice in diferent states.

niv

I. The Global Flow of Students and Ideas
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Education plays a crucial role in shaping individuals’ approaches and networks (incoming inluences) and represents a meaningful form of sot power through which academics
in some states are able to difuse ideas and materials across borders (outgoing spheres
of inluence). Indeed, one element of the invisible college of international lawyers that
Schachter pointed to is the “transnational movement of … students.”7 But what are the
patterns that shape whether individuals from certain states are likely to cross borders to
undertake tertiary studies and, if so, where they go? And how might these patterns inluence the construction of international law as a transnational legal ield?
No comprehensive data are available on the transnational low of law students, let
alone on students who cross borders to study international law. But the UN Educational,
Scientiic and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has compiled reasonably comprehensive data about cross-border lows of tertiary students in general, and has data about the
cross border low of law students into around 35 states, mainly from the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Some information can also
be gleaned from university websites and newspapers about transnational movements of

6
7

Id. at 218.
Id. at 217.
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students studying international law. On the basis of these data, it seems that, broadly, the
global low of students and ideas to date has been shaped by two asymmetrical dynamics.
First, students are more likely to move from peripheral and semiperipheral states
toward core states, and from non-Western states to Western ones, than the other way
around. he symbolic capital associated with undertaking further legal education difers
markedly among states because enhanced status is generally associated with movement
toward the core rather than away from it. hus, when it comes to the transnational movement of students studying law, some states function primarily as sender states and others
as host states.
Second, the transnational low of ideas and materials is asymmetrical in the opposite
direction: legal concepts and materials, like textbooks and case law, are more likely to
move from core states to peripheral and semiperipheral ones, and from Western states
to non-Western ones, than vice versa. his asymmetrical difusion results from the hierarchical nature of student-teacher relationships—where difusion works better from
teacher to student, and from student to student, than from student to teacher—and from
the tendency of foreign students who study law to return home to teach or practice rather
than stay where they undertook foreign study.
Within these broad patterns, students oten move within groupings of states that are
bound together by a common language, colonial history, and membership in the same
legal family. Consequently, multiple core-periphery relationships have emerged with an
Anglophone core, a Francophone core, a Russophone core, and so forth, constituting
diferent networks of students and professors and distinct pathways for the difusion of
legal concepts and materials. At the same time, many students are drawn toward studying
at elite universities in English-speaking states, most notably the United Kingdom and
the United States. hus, the height of these apexes difers, as the joint Anglophone core
attracts more students than the Francophone core, which in turn attracts more students
than the Russophone core.
hese dynamics afect which persons will probably study law in more than one state,
where they are apt to go, what networks they develop, and which approaches and materials they are prone to bring home in ways that are likely to relect and reinforce certain
nationalizing, denationalizing, or westernizing inluences within the ield. hese patterns
are also subject to various forms of disruption arising from factors such as changes in
domestic political preferences and shits in geopolitical power.
A. Cross- Border Flows of Tertiary Students in General
UNESCO collects data on all “internationally mobile students” who have crossed a
national border to complete a tertiary degree, showing where they come from and where
they go to study.8 he UNESCO data suggest that the globalization of tertiary education

8

he website uses the term “internationally mobile students” to refer to “students who have [physically] crossed
a national or territorial border for the purpose of education and are now enrolled outside their country of origin.” See Glossary, UNESCO Inst. for Statistics, http://uis.unesco.org/en/glossary (last visited Dec. 26, 2016).
Internationally mobile students are a subgroup of “foreign students,” a category that includes all noncitizen
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is a signiicant and growing business. For example, the number of internationally mobile
students has almost doubled in the last decade, growing from 2 million students in 2000
to over 4 million in 2012. his igure represents 1.8 percent of all tertiary enrolments or
two in one hundred students globally.9
Marked disparities are seen when it comes to which states are primarily exporting states
and which are primarily importing states. Table 1 portrays the top ten states that import
or export foreign students as of 2012, which was the date on which the most current
information was available when this study began.10 he top ten importing states are the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, Australia, Germany, the Russian Federation,
Japan, Canada, China, and Italy. he top ten exporting states are China, India, South
Korea, Germany, Saudi Arabia, France, the United States, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Iran.
he table gives an overview of these states, including their population size, their total
number of outgoing and incoming international students, their percentage of the global
total of outgoing and incoming international students, and their top ive destination and
source countries for outgoing and incoming students.
In absolute terms, China is the largest exporter of students; Chinese nationals
form the most numerous group of incoming foreign students in seven of the top 10
importing states. The United States is the largest importer of foreign students, being
the most common destination for foreign students from nine of the top 10 exporting
states. Yet when one factors in population size, South Korea and Australia emerge
as outlier exporters and importers of foreign students, respectively, in proportional
terms. Korean students are almost five times more likely to study abroad than their
Chinese counterparts, and Australia admits almost five times as many students as the
United States on a per capita basis.
Several important patterns emerge from these data that are both consistent with, and
help to explain, some of the indings that appear later in this study. First, student lows
are hierarchical: In 2012, ive Western states hosted nearly half of the world’s internationally mobile students: the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Australia, and
Germany. By contrast, non-Western states made up seven of the top ten sender states.
hree Western states also appeared on the top ten sender list (Germany, France, and the
United States), but most of their students go to other Western states.
Australia and South Africa represent good examples of these core/periphery and
Western/non-Western dynamics because they are regional educational hubs that evidence
a clear disparity between where their students come from (mainly non-Western states)
and where their students go (mainly Western states) (see Figures 1 and 2 for Australia,

students in the country, including those who have permanent residency. Id. hese data cover only students who
pursue a higher education degree or diploma outside their country of origin, excluding students who are under
short-term, for-credit study and exchange programs that last less than a full academic year. Id.
9
See Net Flow of Internationally Mobile Students, id., http://uis.unesco.org/indicator/edu-mobility-indic-menf
(last visited Dec. 27, 2016).
10
See id. (igures on the website as of May 2014). he igures for outgoing and ingoing students are based on student
lows in 2012 unless information about that year was unavailable at the time the chart was created, in which case
the closest prior year was used (e.g., for Canada and Malaysia, the igure is from 2011). he igures for population
size were based on the “List of countries and dependencies by population accurate” as of May 2014. Id.
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Top 10 Importer and Exporter States of International Students
Country
Population Outgoing Incoming Total Int’l Global
Students—
(millions)
Int’l
Int’l
Outgoing
Students
Students
10,968

249,588

0.3%

7.1%

Canada

35.5

45,509

120,960

1.3%

3.4%

China

1,367

694,365

88,979

19.8%

2.5%

France

66

62,416

271,399

Germany

80.8

117,576

206,986

India

1,260.2

189,472

31,475

5.4%

Iran

77.8

51,549

4,512

1.5%

Italy

60.8

51,236

77,732

1.5%
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7.7%

3.4%

5.9%

ers

1.8%

0.9%

Top 5 Source Countries

US, New Zealand, UK,
Germany, France
US, UK, Australia,
France, Ireland
US, Japan, Australia,
UK, South Korea
UK, Canada, US,
Switzerland, Belgium
Austria, Netherlands,
UK, Switzerland, US
US, UK, Australia,
Canada, United Arab
Emirates
Malaysia, US, UK,
United Arab
Emirates, Italy
UK, Austria, France,
Germany, US

China, Malaysia, India,
Vietnam, Nepal
China, France, India, US,
South Korea
No data

ity

Top 5 Destination
Countries

0.1%

2.2%

Morocco, China, Algeria,
Tunisia, Senegal
China, Turkey, Russia,
Austria, Norway
Nepal, Bhutan, Iran,
Malaysia, Afghanistan
Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria,
Lebanon, Pakistan
Albania, China,
Romania, Greece, Iran
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Australia

Total Int’l Global
Students—
Incoming

(Continued)

Country

Ox

Table 1 (Continued)

Population
(millions)

Incoming
Int’l
Students

Total Int’l Global
Students—
Outgoing

Total Int’l Global
Students—
Incoming

150,617

1.0%

for

Outgoing
Int’l
Students

South Korea

50.4

123,674

Malaysia

30.3

55,579

Russia

146.1

51,171

173,627

Saudi
Arabia
United
Kingdom
United
States

30.8

62,535

46,566

64.1

27,968

427,686

0.8%

318.8

58,133

740,482

1.7%

89.7

53,802

3,996

1.5%

4.3%

US, UK, Australia,
France, Germany
US, Japan, Australia,
UK, Canada
Australia, UK, US,
Russia, Indonesia
Germany, US, France,
UK, Ukraine

China, South Korea,
Vietnam, hailand,
Malaysia
China, Mongolia,
Vietnam, US, Japan
Iran, Indonesia, China,
Nigeria, Yemen
Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Azerbaijan,
Uzbekistan
Yemen, Syria, Egypt,
Pakistan, Palestine
China, India, Nigeria,
Germany, Ireland
China, India, South
Korea, Saudi Arabia,
Canada
Lao PDR, Cambodia,
China, South Korea,
Mongolia

59,472

3.5%

1.7%

63,625

1.6%

1.8%

niv
1.5%

4.9%

1.8%

1.3%

ers
12.2%

US, UK, Australia,
Jordan, Canada
US, France, Ireland,
Malaysia, Germany
UK, Canada, Germany,
France, Australia

ity

Vietnam

33,751

21.1%

0.1%

ess

Source: UNESCO Inst. for Statistics, Net Flow of Internationally Mobile Students (igures on the website as of May 2014).

US, Australia, France,
Japan, UK
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Figure 1 Australian Inbound Flow of International Students
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Figure 2 Australian Outbound Flow of International Students

and Figures 3 and 4 for South Africa, on the next page). Australia’s top sender states are
China, Malaysia, India, Nepal, and Vietnam, whereas the top destinations for Australian
students are the United States, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom. Likewise, the
principal sender states for South Africa are Zimbabwe, Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland,
and Botswana, whereas the top destinations for South African students are the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Australia.
Second, language and legal families igure prominently in shaping student lows. he
data show the signiicance of native languages in the global low of students. A large percentage of international students traveling from Francophone states in Africa and Asia,
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Figure 3 South African Inbound Flow of International Students
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Figure 4 South African Outbound Flow of International Students

including Morocco, Algeria, Mali, and Vietnam, go to France to study. he highest number of German students go to Austria, and vice versa. US students go primarily to the
United Kingdom, and UK students go primarily to the United States. Students from
Angola head to Portugal and Brazil. Students from Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan choose Russia irst.
Student lows are oten concentrated within legal families and, in particular, along excolonial pathways. On the basis of regression analysis of UNESCO statistics from previous years, Holger Spamann found that more than twice as many students from any state
studying abroad select a state of the same legal family rather than a state in a diferent
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legal family.11 When the attraction of host countries was held ixed, students from former
colonies were twenty-ive times more likely to study in a university of their former colonial power than elsewhere.12 hese inluences are evident in the pattern of attendance of
students from Nigeria (a common law, former UK colony) and Mauritania (a civil law,
former French colony) (Figures 5 and 6 below).
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Figure 5 Nigerian Outbound Flow of International Students

Figure 6 Mauritanian Outbound Flow of International Students

11

Holger Spamann, Contemporary Legal Transplants: Legal Families and the Difusion of (Corporate) Law, 2009
BYU L. Rev. 1813, 1851.
12
Id.
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Despite the inluence of native languages and legal families, the educational institutions of core English-speaking states exhibit an especially far-reaching pull. English represents the closest thing to an educational lingua franca. hree of the top four importers of
foreign students are English-speaking, common law states (the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Australia), and together they host 35 percent of international students
worldwide. Many students from non-English-speaking, noncommon law states study
in these states. English-language programs are also becoming more common in nonEnglish-speaking states, like China, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, which
are seeking to attract foreign students.
hird, changes in the magnitude and orientation of student lows oten track changes in
the political and social orientation of sending and receiving states and in the broader geopolitical context. hese changes can be illustrated by the student lows toward the Soviet
Union (USSR) and Russia in pre- and post-Soviet times. According to UNESCO, the
USSR accounted for 6 percent of the world’s total of international students in 197013 and
climbed to 11 percent by 1991.14 hese numbers include students from other Communist
states, like Vietnam and Mongolia, but exclude internal student moves from regions that
are now separate states, like Estonia and Kazakhstan. Ater the USSR collapsed in late
1991, Russia’s share of worldwide student lows shrank dramatically, down to 2 percent
in 2000, before starting to grow again to 5 percent by 2012, though the number dropped
once more in 2013.15
Country-by-country outlows show a similar story but also highlight how student
lows may vary among states. For instance, Lithuania was a constituent of the Soviet
Union but declared its independence in March 1990. Following the dissolution of
the USSR, outbound student low from Lithuania to Russia decreased steeply from
60 percent in 1993 to 7 percent in 2011.16 Meanwhile, various Western states experienced a dramatic increase in student lows, including the United Kingdom from 1 percent in 1993 to 37 percent in 2011.17 By contrast, Belarus, also a former member of
the Soviet Union, has retained much closer ties with Russia. Although the outbound
student low from Belarus to Russia also decreased, the change has been nowhere near
as great, dropping from 94 percent in 1993 to 77 percent in 2011.18 Russian is an oicial
language in Belarus but not Lithuania, and Lithuania has joined the European Union
but Belarus has not.

13

1983 UNESCO Statistical Y.B. at 3-430–32.
1995 UNESCO Statistical Y.B. at 3-395–97.
15
See Inbound Internationally Mobile Students by Continent of Origin, UNESCO Inst. for Statistics, http://data.
uis.unesco.org/Index.aspx?queryid=169 (last visited Dec. 27, 2016) [hereinater Inbound Internationally Mobile
Students].
16
1995 UNESCO Statistical Y.B., supra note 14, at 3-423; see also Outbound Internationally Mobile Students by
Host Region, UNESCO Inst. for Statistics, http://data.uis.unesco.org/Index.aspx?queryid=172 (last visited
Dec. 27, 2016) [hereinater Outbound Internationally Mobile Students].
17
1995 UNESCO Statistical Y.B., supra note 14, at 3-420; see also Inbound Internationally Mobile Students, supra
note 15.
18
Outbound Internationally Mobile Students, supra note 16.
14
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Taken together, these trends demonstrate that there are multiple cores and
peripheries—an Anglophone core, a Francophone core, a Russophone core, and so forth.
Each core state has its own semiperipheral or peripheral states, though the apex of each
core difers in height. he United Kingdom has always been particularly inluential in
teaching elites from English-speaking, Commonwealth, and former Commonwealth
states. France forms an apex for studies within the Francophone world and for students
from civil law states. Russia forms an apex for studies within Russophone Eurasian states,
though the relationship is changing for states like Ukraine. All in all, fewer students
travel to Russia to study than to France, which in turn is fewer than those traveling to the
United Kingdom and the United States to study.
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One cannot assume that the patterns that characterize transnational lows of students in
general will necessarily apply to cross-border lows of law students in particular, let alone
to those who study international law. For instance, although many Chinese students
study abroad, this practice is more pronounced in some ields, like economics, inance,
engineering, and computer science, than others, like law and literature, owing to factors
such as the relative centrality of language skills in diferent ields and variations in poststudy employment prospects in host states. Even when Chinese students cross borders
to study law, many of them focus on corporate and commercial law, rather than international law, as these subjects are more useful in helping them secure prestigious law irm
jobs if they return to China.19
Despite the lack of full data about transnational lows of law students, the following
may be surmised on the basis of the available information. First, it would be reasonable
to assume that the general data on student lows considerably underestimates the role of
native languages and shared legal families in the global low of law students. Unlike many
subjects, such as medicine, economics, inance, engineering, and computer science, law
is still very local or national in its orientation or, at a minimum, legal knowledge tends to
be very speciic to legal families.20 Success in legal studies also relies strongly on language
skills.21 his hypothesis is supported by breakdowns of postgraduate students at Harvard
Law School.22 hus, we should expect to see multiple core/periphery relationships in
legal education based on language and legal families.

19

One Chinese scholar who had completed an LLM at New York University explained that the students there
shared a “little joke” about diferent branches in the LLM program: “Australians are studying international arbitration; Europeans are studying international human rights; Chinese are studying corporate law; Indians are
studying tax law; Americans do not even care to take an LLM.” E-mail on ile with author.
20
Sida Liu, he Legal Profession as a Social Process: A heory on Lawyers and Globalization, 38 L. & Soc. Inquiry
670, 678–79 (2013).
21
Cf. Carole Silver, States Side Story: Career Paths of International LL.M. Students, or “I Like to Be in America,” 80
Fordham L. Rev. 2383, 2404–05 (2012).
22
For instance, Harvard Law School’s LLM program from 2005 to 2009 included forty-eight students from the
United Kingdom (population 59 million) and thirty-one from Australia (population 6 million) compared with
only thirty from Germany (population 83 million), twenty-six from France (population 60 million), and nineteen from Brazil (population 178 million). Spamann, supra note 11, at 1851.
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his suggestion conforms to descriptions of the irst two waves of globalization of legal
thought.23 During the irst wave, states like England, France, and the Netherlands spread
their national versions of law directly to their colonies, while the Great Powers also forced
the opening up of noncolonial states like China and Japan to Western law as a precondition for engaging in trade.24 he second wave “followed the channels established by the
irst,” as law students from the former colonies traveled to their “respective ‘metropoles’”
to study.25 Legal ideas therefore lowed along colonial and language lines, irst through
direct transplantation and later through education.
Second, it would be reasonable to expect broad movement toward core, Englishspeaking states, most notably the United States and the United Kingdom, in view of the
general importance of these states as educational destinations, the emergence of English
as the educational and business global lingua franca, and the dominance of US and UK
irms in the market of “global” law irms.26 Carole Silver has undertaken the most extensive studies on this topic in the United States, primarily focusing on the growing size and
signiicance of US Master of Laws (LLM) programs.27 More than 110 US law schools
now ofer LLM programs, which cater almost entirely to foreign students,28 and some
schools are inding that their JD programs are beginning to attract higher numbers of foreign students.29 he Institute of International Education (IIE) reports that the number
of international students studying law in the United States grew from 3,464 in 1995–96
to 9,995 in 2012–13.30
UNESCO has also collected data on international students studying law in around 35
states for the period 2008–12,31 which are reproduced in Table 2 and followed by a bar
chart in Figure 7 of the most popular of these states for foreign students studying law.
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See generally Duncan Kennedy, hree Globalizations of Law and Legal hought: 1850–2000, in The New Law
and Economic Development: A Critical Appraisal 19 (David Trubek & Alvaro Santos eds., 2006).
24
Id. at 28.
25
Id. at 46. See also Yves Dezalay & Bryant G. Garth, The Internationalization of Palace
Wars: Lawyers, Economists, and the Contest to Transform Latin American States 6 (2002);
Arnulf Becker Lorca, Mestizo International Law: A Global Intellectual History 1842–1933,
at 52–54 (2015).
26
Christophe Jamin & William van Caenegem, he Internationalisation of Legal Education: General
Report for the Vienna Congress of the International Academy of Comparative Law, 20–26 July 2014, in The
Internationalisation of Legal Education 3, 9 (Christophe Jamin & William van Caenegem eds., 2016)
(several national reporters noted the major role played by big Anglo-American law irms in promoting the internationalization of legal education).
27
See, e.g., Carole Silver, he Variable Value of U.S. Legal Education in the Global Legal Services Market, 24 Geo
J. Legal Ethics 1 (2011); Carole Silver, Internationalizing Legal Education: A Report on the Education of
Transnational Lawyers, 14 Cardozo J. Int’l & Comp. L. 143 (2006) [hereinater Silver, Internationalizing U.S.
Legal Education]; Carole Silver, Winners and Losers in the Globalization of Legal Services: Situating the Market for
Foreign Lawyers, 45 Va. J. Int’l L. 897 (2005); Carole Silver, he Case of the Foreign Lawyer: Internationalizing
the U.S. Legal Profession, 25 Fordham Int’l L.J. 1039 (2002).
28
Silver, supra note 21, at 2387 n.10.
29
Silver, Internationalizing U.S. Legal Education, supra note 27, at 174.
30
Inst. Int’l Educ., Open Doors Report on International Education Exchange 1948–2000, at 52, 64–65, 102–03
(2009) (tables of Foreign Students by Field of Study); id. 2013, at 69 (2013) (students studying “Legal Professions
and Studies”).
31
Chiao-Ling Chen, UNESCO (data set) (on ile with author).
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Table 2 (Continued)

Denmark
Cyprus
Finland
Israel
Iceland
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N

2008

2009

28
8
50
N/A
29
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N
N

2010

41
22
43
N/A
44
62

2011

84
19
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33
51
N/A
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99
38
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57
13
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a

N = nonresident students, F = foreign students. he data cover international students enrolled in full-degree
programs. Where the data were not provided, this column is let blank.
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Source: Chiao-Ling Chen, UNESCO (data set) (on ile with author).
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Figure 7 Foreign and International Students Studying Law in Select States

hese data are somewhat problematic because some states, like France, reported statistics
for “foreign” students studying law (that is, including foreign nationals who are permanent residents), whereas other states, like the United States and the United Kingdom,
reported on “international” students (that is, excluding students who are nationals or permanent residents). he number of foreign students is likely to be higher than the number
of international students, which skews the statistics in favor of France.
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Nonetheless, the limited available data reveal a clear Anglophone core, based primarily on the United Kingdom and the United States, and a Francophone core. France and
the United Kingdom beneit from two crosscurrents in global student lows. First, both
are ex-colonial powers that exported their legal system and language to numerous states.
hus, more than half of all foreign students studying in France were from Francophone
Africa. Although France did not colonize states in Latin America, the civil codes that
were exported there by Spain and Portugal were derived from the French and German
codes, so that students from Latin America oten travel to France and Germany for
further study.
Second, France and the United Kingdom are both located in Europe, where crossborder lows of students are notably high because of schemes like the Erasmus program.
(It remains to be seen how Brexit, the UK withdrawal from the European Union, might
change these patterns since university applications from Europe to the United Kingdom
are already down given uncertainty over funding.32) Around 17 percent of the EU students who go to France study law.33 Whereas the United Kingdom beneits from the
worldwide movement toward English as the lingua franca, France retains its special
appeal to European students from civil law systems. French is also the working language
of major European institutions, like the European Court of Justice, contributing to its
attractiveness as a destination for EU students. According to Campus France statistics,
about twenty-ive to twenty-six thousand international students have studied “Law
or Political Science” in France in each year in recent years, which accounts for around
8.5 percent of all foreign university students in the country.34
he United States is oten assumed to be the leading destination for legal studies, in
terms of both numbers and prestige. For instance, Mathilde Cohen has explained that
“[t]op students tend to study abroad for their Master’s degrees. Common-law jurisdictions, particularly the United States, are the most popular destination.”35 “he dominance of US legal education in training legal talent for the global economy is one of
the most notable developments in recent decades,” Sida Liu has argued.36 David Clark
supported his assertion that “American legal education … has the highest prestige of any
legal education in the world” by pointing to the “large number of foreign lawyers who
enroll for further education in the United States, more than those who study in any other
foreign country.”37

32

See Sally Weale, UK University Applications rom EU Down by 9%, Says Ucas, Guardian, Oct. 27, 2016.
French Contact Point of the Eur. Migration Network, Immigration of International
Students to France 53 (2012).
34
International Students in France, Inst. of Int’l Educ., http://www.iie.org/Services/Project-Atlas/France/
International-Students-In-France#.WHv5MFN97cs (last visited Jan. 15, 2017) (statistics for 2014–15 and 2015–
16); La mobilité en France, L’essentiel des chifres clés No. 7 (Campus France, Paris, Fr.), June 2013, at 7 (statistics
for 2011–12); La mobilité en France, id. No. 9, Sept. 2014, at 7 (statistics for 2013–14); La mobilité en France, id.
No. 10 Jan. 2016, at 7 (statistics for 2014–15); Chifres clés France, Les chifres clés (Campus France, Paris, Fr.),
Dec. 2016, at 11 (statistics for 2015–16).
35
Mathilde Cohen, On the Linguistic Design of Multinational Courts: he French Capture, 14 Int’l J. Const. L.
498, 508 (2016).
36
Liu, supra note 20, at 686.
37
David S. Clark, American Law Schools in the Age of Globalization: A Comparative Perspective, 61 Rutgers
L. Rev. 1037, 1061 (2009).
33
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US law schools may be the most prestigious according to international rankings, but
UNESCO’s law-speciic data indicate that the number of foreign law students studying
in the United States (an average of 7,019 per year from 2008 to 2012) is apparently a
good deal lower than the average for France (21,097 per year) and the United Kingdom
(18,805 per year), and only slightly higher than for Germany (6,243 per year). In the
United States, international students studying law make up 1 percent of the total number
of international students,38 compared with 5 percent in the United Kingdom and 8 percent in France. Many factors may contribute to this result. In France, anyone with a high
school degree may study law at the public universities; the universities cannot be selective as is routine in the United States and the United Kingdom. In addition, university
education in France costs virtually nothing, compared with high fees for all students in
the United States and for international students in the United Kingdom. US fees are
oten prohibitive for students from many other parts of the world. Although the United
States does not appear to be leading the provision of legal education to foreign students
in quantitative terms, the quality of foreign students studying in US law schools is high.
he number of foreign students US law schools admit will likely increase, including into
their JD programs, particularly given declining domestic applications.39
Although law students frequently move toward the core to study, most end up returning home to work.40 In the United States, “stay rates” seem to be considerably lower for
law than for ields like science and engineering.41 he number of foreign-educated lawyers taking the New York bar examination has increased, even though only a fraction
of these lawyers intend to stay and practice in the United States and an even smaller
percentage end up staying. In 1995, 1,283 foreign-educated lawyers took the bar exam,
accounting for 12.8 percent of the total test takers.42 By 2013, the number had risen to
4,602 foreign-educated lawyers, totaling 29 percent of all takers.43 In some states, such as
China, qualifying for the New York bar functions as a signal of excellence and may be a
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A comparison with other disciplines is interesting. In 2012–13, 1.5 percent of foreign students studying in the
United States studied law, behind 23.9 percent (biological and biomedical engineering), 14.6 percent (engineering), 14.6 percent (health sciences), 12 percent (physical sciences), 4.4 percent (social sciences and history),
3.9 percent (business and management), 3.8 percent (agriculture), 3.4 percent (computer and information sciences), 2.4 percent (foreign languages and literature), 2.3 percent (mathematics), and 2.1 percent (education).
Inst. of Int’l Educ., Open Doors Report 2013, supra note 30, at 94 (Table of Major Field of Specialization of
International Scholars, 2002/03–2012/13).
39
US law schools are currently facing a crisis given a drastic drop in the number of law school applications. As fewer
Americans apply for JDs, many law schools may seek to retain tuition dollars by admitting more foreign JD and
LLM students. See Clark, supra note 37, at 1050–51; Christopher Edley, Fiat Flux: Evolving Purposes and Ideals of
the Great American Public Law School, 100 Cal. L. Rev. 313, 329 (2012); Lauren Robel, Association of American
Law Schools Presidential Address 2012, in 1 AALS News 1 (2012); Ethan Bronner, Law School’s Applications Fall
as Costs Rise and Jobs Are Cut, N.Y. Times, Jan. 30, 2013.
40
See Liu, supra note 20, at 685–86; Michael D. Goldhaber, hey Rule the World: One-Year LL.M. Programs at U.S.
Law Schools Are on the Rise Again, Attracting Fledgling Power Brokers rom Around the World, Am. Law., Sept.
14, 2005.
41
See Silver, supra note 21, at 2396–98, 2433; see also Silver, Winners and Losers in the Globalization of Legal Services,
supra note 27, at 899.
42
1995 Statistics, Bar Examiner, May 1996, at 23, 27.
43
2013 Statistics, id., Mar. 2014, at 6, 11.
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prerequisite for employment by international law irms or major multinational companies. In the United Kingdom, completing a UK LLM is not suicient to entitle students
to be admitted to practice. In France, even though many foreign students come to study
law, very few go on to successful careers at the French bar or in the French academy. hey
are impeded partly by the need for impeccable language skills in the law, as well as by a
lack of local networks that are oten useful in facilitating legal careers. But many foreign
students still value a UK or French legal degree for making them competitive in their
home market or for enabling them to access other markets, such as Chinese students who
seek to work for Chinese companies in Anglophone or Francophone African states.
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C. Implications for the Divisible College
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What implications might follow from these global and law-speciic student lows for the
construction of international law as a transnational legal ield? First, the core/periphery
and Western/non-Western dynamics afect which persons are likely to study law in one
state only (nationalizing inluence) or more than one state (denationalizing inluence)
and where they are apt to go (westernizing inluence).
hose who start their education in core states may be unlikely to study law in other
states in ways that denationalize their approach to law or diversify their perspective by
making them cross a geopolitical, language, or legal family divide. Such students typically receive few incentives to travel to the semiperiphery or periphery to complete further legal study because doing so is not associated with enhanced symbolic capital and
heightened career prospects. Accordingly, if stepping outside one’s national context to
view international law from a diferent vantage point is a formative part of being an international lawyer and understanding diverse approaches to the ield,44 lawyers from these
states may be the least likely to gain these sorts of denationalizing experiences. On the
other hand, these lawyers are more likely to experience diversity within the classroom if
they study at one of the universities with a signiicant number of foreign students.
By contrast, students from semiperipheral or peripheral states are less likely to experience a diversity of student nationalities within their home classrooms. But elite students from these states have greater incentives than those from core states to study law
in more than one state because obtaining foreign law degrees is typically associated
with increased social capital in the form of higher levels of prestige and enhanced job
prospects.45 hey are thus more likely to experience the denationalizing inluences that
come with such transnational study. Of course, since not all students will have the means
to study abroad, this opportunity might be more open to students with private funds or
scholarship opportunities.

44

45

Peter Murray & Jens Drolshammer, he Education and Training of a New International Lawyer, 2 Eur. J.L.
Reform 505, 517 (2000) (arguing that “the international lawyer needs to have a sense of ‘globality’, to be able to
step outside the boundaries of his/her own jurisdiction and consider international transactions, relationships and
disputes from a global rather than national perspective”).
Silver, supra note 21, at 2386–87.
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Achieving the potential status increase associated with foreign study typically requires
that these students travel toward the core rather than laterally or away from it. he general direction of travel means that the degree of diversiication these students undergo
from studying abroad will depend in part on the state in which they began their legal
training. Australian students have incentives to study abroad and thus denationalize,
but they lock to the United Kingdom and the United States, so that on the whole they
do not noticeably diversify by crossing a geopolitical, language, or legal family divide.
Students from China, in contrast, are likely to study in places like the United States and
the United Kingdom (because of the movement toward English and the common law) or
France and Germany (because the Chinese legal code draws signiicantly on the Japanese
one, which is based on the German civil code), meaning that they are apt to denationalize
and diversify on geopolitical, language, and sometimes legal family grounds.
he direction of these movements may conirm or introduce a westernizing inluence. Students from Western states who seek further legal training typically go to other
Western states, which conirms or reinforces their Western orientation. Students from
non-Western states who seek further law degrees oten go to Western states, which introduces a Western orientation. Still, these students will not necessarily accept everything
they learn in Western environments. For instance, some scholars noted that the Chinese
government encouraged its lawyers to study abroad in Western states precisely so that
these lawyers would be well equipped to understand Western approaches and schooled
in the techniques that might enable China to beat some of these Western states at their
own game. here are also exceptions to the movement toward Western states, such as
movement from one non-Western state to another non-Western state, like students who
transfer from a Russophone semiperipheral state to study in Russia itself or from China
to study in Japan. But, in terms of overall trends, law students engaging in transnational
study generally progress toward the core and toward the West, while Western students do
not commonly leave the West.
Second, the asymmetric nature of these student lows means that legal academics at
elite schools in core states are prone to be highly inluential in constituting the transnational ield of international law. Elite schools have proved to have great impact on domestic legal markets. For example, a study on the American legal academy found that far
more US legal academics had obtained their law degrees from Harvard or Yale than from
any other school and thus these two institutions were able to “infect” the broader academy with their intellectual ideas through the placement of their students as academics in
other schools.46 hese student lows suggest that a similar phenomenon occurs in international law, though on a global scale, as international law academics and practitioners
oten complete part of their legal education at a handful of elite law schools in a small
number of core states.47

46

47

Daniel Katz et al., Reproduction of Hierarchy? A Social Network Analysis of the American Law Professoriate, 61
J. Legal Educ. 76, 84 (2011).
William Twining, General Jurisprudence: Understanding Law from a Global Perspective
282–83 (2009) (listing jurists as agents of difusion).
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his phenomenon has also been observed with respect to international judges. A 2006
study of all sitting international judges found that many had studied at a handful of elite
schools, particularly in the United Kingdom, the United States, and France.48 he media
have highlighted the role played by elite schools in relatively few states in the creation of
the international law ield.49 he importance of credentialing in core, typically Western,
states has also been observed in other transnational legal ields, such as arbitration. In
international commercial arbitration, Yves Dezalay and Bryant Garth have noted that
the crucial diference between successful hird World arbitrators and their First World
counterparts is that national stature is not enough.50 An arbitrator from the periphery
must ind ways of gaining access to and credibility with the center, such as by completing
graduate studies at elite universities in core states. Similarly, Sergio Puig found that most
elite investment treaty arbitrators are Western, but that the backgrounds of frequently
appointed non-Western arbitrators conirm the importance of obtaining a law degree
from elite UK, US, or French schools.51
hird, the asymmetric student lows are likely to contribute to the asymmetric difusion of legal ideas and materials. As noted, although law students frequently move toward
the core to study, most end up going home to work.52 hese reverse lows are meaningful
because where people study and the ideas and sources they are exposed to oten afect
their subsequent choices in scholarship and practice.53
Noted examples of such inluence can be cited, such as the “Chicago Boys” from Chile
who studied economics at the University of Chicago before returning home to introduce
their neoliberal learning into President Augusto Pinochet’s government.54 Similar observations have been made in domestic contexts. For instance, one explanation given for why
US lawyers advising businesses about selecting a state of incorporation usually choose
either Delaware or their home state is that they typically know little about the laws of
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Daniel Terris et al., The International Judge: An Introduction to the Men and Women
Who Decide the World’s Cases 17–18 (2007); see also Gleider I. Hernández, The International
Court of Justice and the Judicial Function 133–34 (2014); Gleider I. Hernández, Impartiality and Bias
at the International Court of Justice, 1 Cambridge J. Int’l L. & Just. 183, 192 n.41 (2012). For more information,
see Chapter 2.III.B.
49
For instance, according to an article by Christopher Schuetze in the New York Times, although the ield of public
international law is gradually spreading globally, a handful of universities in the United States and Europe hold
disproportionate sway when it comes to training the international law elite. See Christopher F. Schuetze, A Bigger
World of International Law, N.Y. Times, Oct. 6, 2014. he article described a handful of universities in England
and the United States as leading the way, citing reasons such as stellar brands; wealthy endowments; renowned
faculties; and ready access to fellowships, internships, and development opportunities. hese universities also
create benchmarking standards as their degrees are easier for others to evaluate than degrees from thousands of
universities across the world. Id.
50
Yves Dezalay & Bryant Garth, Dealing in Virtue: International Commercial Arbitration
and the Construction of a Transnational Legal Order 25–26 (1996).
51
Sergio Puig, Social Capital in the Arbitration Market, 25 Eur. J. Int’l L. 387, 405 (2014).
52
See Liu, supra note 20, at 685–86; Goldhaber, supra note 40.
53
See Twining, supra note 47, at 280.
54
See Dezalay & Garth, supra note 25, at 44–47; see generally Juan Gabriel Valdés, Pinochet’s
Economists: The Chicago School in Chile (1995).
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other states.55 Most US law schools teach only the law of their home state and Delaware
corporate law, whereas elite law schools usually focus on Delaware law rather than the
law of the state where they are based, and casebooks tend to contain more Delaware cases
than cases from any other state.56
Difusion studies show that legal ideas and materials typically move in the opposite
direction to transnational student lows. In corporate law, for example, Spamann has
found that difusion of legal materials, including statutes, case law, and textbooks, occurs
mainly within legal family trees and along ex-colonial lines.57 Students moved primarily
within legal families and from peripheral and semiperipheral states (former colonies) to
core states (former colonial masters). By contrast, legal sources moved in the opposite
direction. he textbooks of core states contained few references to legal materials from
other legal systems. he textbooks of peripheral and semiperipheral countries contained
numerous references to foreign case law, which came predominantly from core countries
and especially from those within the same legal family.
he efect of interstate educational hierarchies on the transnational low of ideas is
oten reinforced by the interpersonal hierarchy established by the teacher-student relationship. he difusion of ideas works best in a downward direction, traveling from
teacher to student. he teacher stands in front of the classroom and shares his or her
views with the students. he teacher sets the intellectual agenda by prescribing the textbook and readings that are to be discussed. Students come to learn and are also tested
on their understanding by the teacher, which gives students an incentive to try to understand what the teacher wants the students to know and what the teacher thinks about
the materials.
Difusion also works relatively well in a horizontal direction, from student to student.
Students may listen to each other in the classroom and interact outside the classroom,
creating a network of peer contacts.58 Studies of technological difusion found that peerto-peer interactions are particularly useful in encouraging someone to adopt new ideas.59
But there may be limits to the transfer of ideas in this way. Various studies have suggested
that international students typically forge bonds with other international students, rather
than with domestic students, particularly when they are de facto segregated into diferent

55
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See William J. Carney et al., Lawyers, Ignorance, and the Dominance of Delaware Corporate Law, 2 Harv. Bus.
L. Rev. 123, 129–30 (2012); Robert Daines, he Incorporation Choices of IPO Firms, 77 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1559, 1581
(2002); Roberta Romano, Law as a Product: Some Pieces of the Incorporation Puzzle, 1 J. L. Econ. & Org. 225,
273 (1985).
56
For explanations based on other factors, such as the importance of precedent and the corporate law expertise of
Delaware courts, see generally Ehud Kamar, A Regulatory Competition heory of Indeterminacy in Corporate Law,
98 Colum. L. Rev. 1908 (1998); see also Bernard S. Black, Is Corporate Law Trivial?: A Political and Economic
Analysis, 84 Nw. U. L. Rev. 542 (1990); John Coates, Managing Disputes hrough Contract: Evidence rom M&A,
2 Harv. Bus. L. Rev. 295 (2012); Melvin Aron Eisenberg, he Structure of Corporation Law, 89 id. 1461 (1989);
Jill E. Fisch, he Peculiar Role of the Delaware Courts in the Competition for Corporate Charters, 68 U. Cin. L. Rev.
1061 (1999); Sarath Sanga, Choice of Law: An Empirical Analysis, 11 J. Empirical Legal Stud. 894 (2014).
57
Spamann, supra note 11, at 1876.
58
Silver, supra note 21, at 2406.
59
See, e.g., James S. Coleman et al., Medical Innovation: Diffusion of a Medical Drug Among
Doctors (1966); Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations 68 (4th ed. 1995).
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programs.60 For instance, Silver’s work on US law schools suggests that a strong divide
separates the JD students (who are primarily American) and the LLM students (who are
primarily foreign).61 hus, difusion of ideas may oten work better within each group
than between groups.62
Difusion of ideas is likely to work less well in an upward direction, from student to
teacher. In some states, such as China, France, and Russia, law professors primarily lecture without engaging in class discussion or encouraging questions.63 his scenario ofers
little opportunity for student-to-teacher transfers of ideas. In other states, such as the
United States, professors oten involve their students in a Socratic dialogue, allowing for
more room for two-way communication and reciprocal learning. Even there, however, a
student will typically hear his or her professor speak far more than a professor will hear
a given student speak. And professors have fewer incentives to try to get inside the heads
of their students, as they are the ones that set the exams that students take, rather than
the other way around.
Upward difusion is possible, notably when dealing with LLM and Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD) students or in small and interactive classroom settings. Nevertheless,
downward and lateral difusion are likely to be more common. his observation means
that, in terms of the difusion of ideas, where a state’s students go to study is frequently
a more important indicator of where individuals from that state will look to ind ideas
than where their foreign students come from. If Taiwanese judges study law in Germany,
they are more likely to end up citing German precedents than German judges or law professors are to cite Taiwanese precedents on account of having had Taiwanese students in
their classrooms. What one learns in a foreign environment as a student may well leave a
deeper impression on one’s intellectual makeup than what one learns as a teacher by having foreign students in the classroom.
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See, e.g., Ioannis Itsoukalas, he Double Life of Erasmus Students, in Students, Staff and Academic
Mobility in Higher Education 131 (Mike Byram & Fred Dervin eds., 2008); Ruth Fincher & Kate Shaw,
he Unintended Segregation of Transnational Students in Central Melbourne, 41 Env’t & Plan. 1884 (2009);
Johanna Waters & Rachel Brooks, “Vive la Diférence?”: he “International” Experiences of UK Students Overseas,
17 Population, Space & Place 567, 574 (2011).
61
Silver, Internationalizing U.S. Legal Education, supra note 27, at 168–70; Silver, supra note 21, at 2407. Experiences
may also difer between US law schools. Some law schools put JDs and LLMs in separate classes or place them on
diferent curves within the same class. Others put them in the same classes and on the same curve, while others
go further and have programs to facilitate interaction, such as a buddy JD/LLM system. See, e.g., LL.M Program
Description, B.C. L., https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/law/admission-aid/llm-program.html (last visited
Dec. 27, 2016).
62
his seems to be particularly prevalent when domestic and international students are typically enrolled in diferent programs, like the JD or Bachelor of Laws and LLM or PhD programs. Where domestic and international
students are combined within a single degree, the opportunities for them to mix, share insights, and develop
networks with each other are greatly increased. For instance, some UK legal academics commented that they saw
a much larger disconnect between undergraduate and graduate law students than between domestic and foreign
law students who were in the same programs. (E-mail on ile with author).
63
On the traditional method of teaching international law in China, see Wu Qizhi (吴启智),
国际法教学与人才培养的现状分析与建议—基于师生调查问卷形成的分析报告 [International Law
Teaching and Training—Analysis and Suggestions Based on a Survey Study of Students and Teachers] (2016),
http://mp.weixin.qq.com/; see also Lingyun Gao, Note, What Makes a Lawyer in China? he Chinese Legal
Education System Ater China’s Entry into the WTO, 10 Willamette J. Int’l L. & Disp. Resol. 197, 224 (2002).
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he asymmetric movement of students and lawyers means that the difusion of legal
ideas and materials is more likely to proceed from core to peripheral states, and from
Western to non-Western states, than the other way around. hese dynamics also help to
explain how localisms from core states may come to be globalized and to deine what is
understood by “global” approaches. For instance, Liu observed that increasing numbers
of international law students have entered UK and US law schools to receive “global”
legal education,64 and John Flood explained that many young lawyers from around the
world now ind it essential to obtain an LLM degree at a major UK or US law school so
as to be “conversant with global legal techniques.”65 In this way, the national approaches
of some states are able to assert disproportionate inluence in deining the “international.”
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Professors at elite law schools in core states oten teach quite internationalized student
bodies, but how many of these instructors are internationalized in terms of their own
legal education? And how might their own educational diversity or lack of it inluence
the approaches and networks of international law scholars in the states concerned?
Schachter pointed to the “transnational movement of professors” as one factor evidencing the invisible college of international lawyers.66 In a report on the internationalization of legal education, the proportion of academics who had received degrees from
other jurisdictions was viewed as a primary indicator of internationalization.67 Yet when it
comes to foreign legal education of international law academics, this sort of transnational
movement is much more prevalent in some states than others. Educational migration
also tends to follow predictable patterns that relect and reinforce certain nationalizing,
denationalizing, and westernizing inluences that shape international law as a transnational legal ield.
A. Tracking Educational Diversity
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Some law professors have studied law in two or more states, whereas others have only
studied law in a single state. I refer to the irst set of professors as exhibiting “educational diversity,” because they are subject to some denationalizing educational inluences,
even if these are only limited. At least to date, educational diversity has originated in two
main ways. First, future professors study law in their home country and then complete
graduate legal education in another state before returning home to teach. I refer to this as

64

Liu, supra note 20, at 678.
John Flood, Lawyers as Sanctiiers: he Role of Elite Law Firms in International Business Transactions, 14 Ind.
J. Global Legal Stud. 35, 54 (2007); see also John Flood, Legal Education, Globalization, and the New
Imperialism, in The Law School—Global Issues, Local Questions 127, 140–44 (Fiona Cownie ed.,
1999); Silver, he Case of the Foreign Lawyer, supra note 27, at 1040; Goldhaber, supra note 40.
66
Schachter, supra note 1, at 217.
67
Jamin & van Caenegem, supra note 26, at 7.
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“outbound diversity” because it stems from outward travel by domestic lawyers. Second,
future professors study law in their home country and then complete graduate legal education in a second state before going on to teach law in that second state or a third state.
I refer to this as “inbound diversity” because it stems from the entry of foreign lawyers
into a speciic legal academy.
Table 3 shows the results for the international law academics from the elite universities of the ive permanent members of the Security Council plus Australia with respect
to educational diversity and inbound diversity. (As described in Appendix A, I added
ive elite law schools from Australia in order to look for certain core-periphery dynamics
between the United Kingdom and its ex-colony, Australia.) he irst column provides
the percentage of international law academics that hold law degrees from more than one
state (educational diversity). he second column relects the percentage of international
law academics who received their irst law degree in a state other than the state where
they are teaching (inbound diversity). At least to date, the location of academics’ irst law
degrees has typically been a relatively good indicator of their nationality; having received
a irst law degree from a foreign state oten signals that academics are not now or were not
originally nationals of the place where they are teaching.
hese igures conirm that the international law professors in some of the states studied, such as Russia and France, were highly nationalized in terms of their educational proiles. he vast majority had completed all of their legal education in Russia and France,
respectively, so that their networks and perspectives were relatively nationalized. In other
states, such as Australia and the United Kingdom, most of the international law academics at the elite schools had completed law degrees in two or more states. his educational
diversity probably created a denationalizing inluence on their approaches and networks,
at least to some extent. he US and Chinese legal academies fell somewhere in between.
How educational diversity occurs also sheds some light on core/periphery dynamics: does it come about primarily from the return home of local lawyers who studied
abroad (outbound diversity) or from the entry into the teaching market of foreign
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Educational Diversity of Academics in the Study
Country
Educational Diversity:
Percentage of academics with law
degrees from more than one state
Australia
China
France
Russia
UK
USA

a

73
41
7
8
77
32

Inbound Diversity:
Percentage of academics with a
irst law degree from another state
20
4
5
0a
74
32

I treated degrees from the USSR as being degrees from Russia, even if they were obtained in places that now form
other ex-Soviet states, like Ukraine.
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lawyers who originally trained elsewhere (inbound diversity)? In keeping with the patterns identiied in global student lows, the educational diversity exhibited in core states
like the United States and the United Kingdom primarily results from inbound diversity,
whereas the educational diversity exhibited in China and Australia comes primarily from
outbound diversity. he United Kingdom is an outlier with respect to its extremely high
rate of inbound diversity.
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Whether legal elites in a given state tend to study law abroad and, if so, where they go
largely depends on perceptions of social capital in those states. Aspiring legal academics
will have an incentive to study law in multiple states if foreign qualiications are valued by
the academy that they are seeking to enter. In terms of the direction of these lows, status
increases typically correspond with moves toward states with more highly ranked educational institutions, which oten means core, Western states. hese dynamics are likely to
produce distinct nationalizing, denationalizing, and westernizing inluences in diferent
international law academies.
1. Lack of Educational Diversity: Russia and France
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he international law academies in both Russia and France exhibited low levels of educational diversity. In Russia, all of the academics had earned two or three law degrees
and almost all of them had obtained all of those degrees in Russia. In less than a handful of cases, an academic had completed a irst law degree in Russia, followed by a
foreign LLM (in the United Kingdom or Germany), and followed by a PhD in Russia.
his lack of educational diversity is not surprising for academics who trained during
the Soviet era when it was oten not possible to study abroad. But no drastic movement
in this regard appears to apply to the younger generations of international law professors appointed to these universities. his reality partly relects how recently Russia
opened up to the world ater the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and how long
systemic changes require to take hold. It may also relect the fact that younger lawyers
who study abroad do not end up returning to join the Russian international law academy. In addition, none of the Russian international lawyers had completed their irst
law degree outside of Russia.
Discussions with Russian academics indicate that implicit hierarchies and language
constraints mostly explain the low levels of foreign study to date. Russian students could
study in other Russian-speaking states but, as Russia would consider itself to be at the
core of this language and the constellation of post-Soviet states, these students have little
incentive to do so. his outcome its with patterns from the general student lows where
students from other Russian-speaking states (like Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Ukraine, and other countries in the Commonwealth of Independent States)
are much more inclined to study in Russia than the reverse. As for studying in a foreign
language, since most domestic universities teach only in Russian, they do not prepare
students well for studying abroad. In response to federal regulations, Russian law schools
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require all students to complete one language course.68 Most students study English,
German, or French, with English being the most popular. But this language instruction
tends to consist of single courses rather than integrated study in other courses or the
curriculum in general. Only a handful of Russian law schools teach courses in English.69
here are few opportunities to practice foreign languages because most of the teaching
materials are in Russian, few foreign academics teach in Russia, and many of the foreign
students are Russian speakers from former Soviet states.
Two other factors are also at play. First, even though it has been twenty years since the
end of the Cold War, the isolation of Russia from the West means that the senior generation
has few links with international lawyers in Western states, which has made it more diicult
to create pathways of connection for the younger generation. Second, in terms of academic
incentives, although a foreign master’s degree is readily understood within the Russian university framework, it is not clear what a foreign PhD or JSD (Doctor of Juridical Science)
equates to in Russian credentials, which matters because an academic must hold a doctorate
that is recognized in Russia in order to supervise PhD students in Russian universities. Ater
the master’s, Russian scholars usually seek a candidate of sciences degree, which involves writing a signiicant thesis. To become a full professor, a doctor of sciences degree is oten (though
not always) required. Russian doctorates are typically awarded at a much more senior stage
than when a Western scholar would usually be awarded a PhD or JSD, so the two are not
clearly equivalent. his disparity creates a disincentive for studying abroad at the PhD level,
as the qualiication is not readily understood within the Russian system in the absence of an
Agreement on Mutual Recognition of Academic Degrees.
Movements are afoot to change the relative isolation of Russian students from global
higher education. Two in particular are worth highlighting. First, in 1993, the government announced a national scholarship scheme to support talented students and postgraduate students wishing to study abroad, which has gained in popularity over time.70
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he standard says in paragraph 5.1 that a graduate must have necessary skills for professional communication in
a foreign language, and in paragraph 6.3, that the program of study should include the mandatory coursework in
“Foreign language in the ield of jurisprudence[.]” Приказ Министерства образования и науки Российской
Федерации об утверждении и внедрении в действие федерального государственного образовательного
стандарта высшего профессионального образования по направлению подготовки 030900 Юриспруденция
(“бакалавр”) [Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation on Enforcing Federal
Educational Standard of Higher Professional Education in the Field of Jurisprudence (qualiication (degree)
“bachelor”)] Бюллетень нормативных актов федеральных органов исполнительной власти [Bulletin of Legal
Acts of Federal Executive Authorities] 2010, No. 26 (this Order will lose its force in September 2017 because of
adoption of new federal standards by Order No. 1501, 2016).
69
hese include the Higher School of Economics, MGIMO, the Peoples’ Friendship University, the Russian
Foreign Trade Academy, and Saint Petersburg State University.
70
See Распоряжение Президента Российской Федерации о стипендиях Российской Федерации [Directive of
the President of the Russian Federation on Scholarships of the President of the Russian Federation], Собрание
актов Президента и Правительства Российской Федерации [Collection of Acts of the President and
Government of the Russian Federation] 1993, No. 37, p. 3451; see also Приказ Министерства образования и
науки Российской Федерации о стипендиях направляемых на обучение за рубеж в 2016/2017 учебном
году [Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation on Scholarship Holders of the
President of the Russian Federation for Education Abroad in 2016–17 Academic Year], approved by the Deputy
Minister of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, June 1, 2016, No. 653, http://gzgu.
ru/doc/in-student/2015/653.pdf (last visited Jan. 19, 2017).
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Other schemes to encourage foreign higher education have been introduced, though
many do not cover legal studies.71 Second, international mooting competitions like
the Jessup Moot Court Competition are becoming popular in Russia, leading to a new
generation of Russian international law students whose members are familiar with nonRussian sources of international law, especially English textbooks like those written
by Ian Brownlie, Malcolm Shaw, and Lassa Oppenheim and case law of international
tribunals.72
hese developments are essential to creating a more globally integrated body of welltrained, more denationalized legal professionals. Yet few of these individuals return to
Russia and, when they do, they oten work in law irms or nongovernmental organizations rather than joining the Russian legal academy. Ater all, Russian academia pays
poorly and some young Russians complain that the existing international law academy
is insular. According to one young Russian international lawyer who studied abroad,
some members of the current generation are becoming more denationalized, but the Old
Guard retains control at the universities:
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he scene at universities is still dominated by old guards, professors conditioned by
the Soviet system. hey serve as heads of departments and as such have signiicant
inluence over hiring decisions (both professors and PhD students) and curricula for
international law courses. hey serve as editors of textbooks co-written by professors of the department. hey ensure that much of the Soviet legacy remains in the
textbooks. …73
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It may be, then, that denationalizing inluences are growing in the younger generation,
but these will inevitably need time to seep into the broader culture and the process may
be still slower in the academy.
In France, all of the academics had received two or, more commonly, three law degrees
and most of these degrees were French. Only a few had earned a irst law degree in France,
followed by an LLM in the United States, followed by a PhD in France. One had pursued a doctor of juridical science (SJD) in the United States. As with Russia, language
barriers and implied hierarchies appear to play an explanatory role. Not only is it easier
for most French scholars to study in French than in other languages, but also France
would consider itself to be at the apex of the French-language and French-speaking civil
law states, negating any substantial incentive to engage in further study at universities
in Francophone Africa or Asia or elsewhere in French-speaking Europe. In addition,

71

See, e.g., Указ Президента Российской Федерации От 28 Декабря 2013 Г. No. 967 «О Мерах По Укреплению
Кадрового Потенциала Российской Федерации» [Presidential Decree of the Russian Federation on Measures
to Strengthen the Professional Potential of the Russian Federation], Собрание законодательства Российской
Федерации [Russian Collection of Legislation] 2013, No. 52 (Vol. II), p. 7147 (not covering law or international
relations).
72
See generally Maria Issaeva, Twelth Anniversary of Russia’s Participation in the Jessup Competition: A View rom
Behind the Curtain, 3 Международное правосудие [Int’l Justice] (2013).
73
E-mail on ile with author.
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French academics who study in the United Kingdom and the United States must deal
with the language diference and shit from a civil law system to a common law one,
which is diicult and makes the experience potentially less relevant in their local market.
Accordingly, even though French students in general (not necessarily law students) seem
to study abroad at a high rate, that does not appear to hold true for French international
law professors.74
Recruitment processes are also part of the picture. No diferentiation is made between
the process for hiring academics in French law and hiring academics who specialize in
international law. he selection committee is all French and, to be hired at an entry-level
position, a would-be professor must have completed a PhD in law in France and demonstrate proiciency in French. hese requirements generally have the efect of ruling
out academics not trained exclusively or primarily in France and creating an incentive to
privilege domestic rather than foreign educational experiences.
he main exception to this nationalized French approach is ofered by the newer-style
Sciences Po Law School (Sciences Po), one of the graduate schools of the Paris Institute
of Political Studies, which has made a splash within the French academy. Christophe
Jamin, its dean, explained that the idea was to break from the traditional French mold by
being more interdisciplinary and internationalized.75 Sciences Po embraces social science
perspectives instead of spurning them in the name of doctrinalism and the autonomy
of law. It employs some foreign professors and others with foreign training; it admits
an extremely international student body; it teaches an increasing number of classes in
English; and its students generally spend at least one year studying abroad. Several professors in the study who received foreign LLMs or PhDs/JSDs (doctors of the science of
law) now hold positions at Sciences Po.76
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2. Intermediate Educational Diversity: China and the United States
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In China, 41 percent of the international law academics received at least one law degree
outside the country, which typically resulted from outbound rather than inbound diversity (that is, scholars completing an LLB in China followed by an LLM or PhD outside
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Some academics noted that some French legal scholars go to study in Quebec where they have the advantage of
learning in French about a mixed civil and common law system. E-mail on ile with author. However, this pathway
was not well trodden within the group of academics examined in this study. Similarly, when it comes to EU law,
it may be that some French law professors choose to study in other states with well-respected EU law programs,
such as Italy and Belgium, but French law professors tend to teach either international law or European law, so the
proile of such academics was not checked for the purposes of this research.
75
Christophe Jamin, La Cuisine du Droit 263–67 (2012).
76
The law school also relies much more heavily on professors who come from practice than the leading French
law schools, reportedly having twenty full-time faculty to two hundred adjunct practitioners. Sciences Po
also has a number of foreign professors who teach in English and French. See Où en est l’enseignement du
droit?, Fr. Culture Radio (Sept. 25, 2014), http://www.franceculture.fr/emission- esprit- de-justiceou- en- est-l- enseignement- du- droit-2014-09-25 (discussion between Olivier Beaud, Université PanthéonAssas (Paris 2), and Christophe Jamin, Sciences Po, on the state of legal education in France and its future
direction).
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China).77 Similar observations about educational diversity have been made about the
training of most personnel at the Ministry of Foreign Afairs78 and some elite Chinese
law irms.79 Foreign legal education seems to be most prevalent within the younger generation, suggesting that educational diversity is increasing over time. Of the academics who
studied abroad, their educational destinations included Australia, Canada, Germany,
Japan, South Korea, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. herefore,
these academics not only experienced denationalizing inluences, but also typically diversiied by crossing geopolitical, language, and sometimes legal family divides in their
foreign study.
Many factors help to explain these trends. he Chinese government actively encourages its nationals to study or spend time abroad by, for instance, ofering scholarships or
providing funding to help pay for the costs associated with studying or visiting educational
institutions in other states. Another important factor facilitating this educational diversity
is that many Chinese students know foreign languages, particularly English, and many
Chinese universities bring in foreign professors to teach courses in foreign languages,
mainly English. Implicit hierarchies also play a role. Instead of privileging domestic legal
training, Chinese universities prize international experience, principally in the form of
higher degrees (like LLMs, PhDs, JSDs, and SJDs) from elite schools in core Western
states; they oten treat such degrees as a stronger marker of quality and expertise than local
ones. he educational diversity of China’s top legal scholars is also paving the way for the
appointment of a growing number of Chinese legal scholars, in both international law and
other specialties, to law schools in a variety of states throughout the world.80
Modern legal education in China remains of relatively recent origin, which helps to
explain the tendency to look to and privilege foreign legal education. his tendency
results in part from the lasting efects of the Cultural Revolution (1966–76), which
destroyed the former Chinese legal system. From 4,144 law students and 857 graduating
law students in China in 1965, the numbers dropped to 410 law students and 49 graduating law students in 1976.81 It was not until the late 1970s that Chinese universities began
to recruit students by a national entrance examination. Since then, the number of law
schools and law students has multiplied, rising sixfold in the last iteen years alone.82 By
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his pattern is consistent with observations about Chinese international lawyers and academics. See He Qinhua
(何华), 中国近代国际法学的诞生与成长 [he Birth and Growth of International Law in Modern China],
4 法学家 [ Jurist] 49 (2004).
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David Shambaugh, China Goes Global: The Partial Power 67 (2014).
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According to one Chinese scholar, some of the top Chinese law irms are now reportedly requiring Chinese
students to have completed an LLM at Oxbridge or a top-fourteen US law school in order to be hired. E-mail
on ile with author.
80
See, for example, Phil Chan (Macquarie University), Henry Gao (Singapore Management University), Wenhua
Shan (University of New South Wales), Julia Ya Qin (Wayne State University), Jiangyu Wang (National University
of Singapore), Dongsheng Zang (University of Washington), and Angela Huyue Zhang (King’s College).
81
See Wang Weiguo, A Brief Introduction to the Legal Education in China, Presented at the Conference of Legal
Educators (May 24, 2000). For example, in 1957, only 385 graduated from politics and law programs. See Nat’l
Bureau of Statistics of China, 1983 Statistical Y.B. of China at 521–22.
82
Carl F. Minzner, he Rise and Fall of Chinese Legal Education, 36 Fordham Int’l L.J. 335, 336 (2013); see also Zuo
Haicong, Legal Education in China: Present and Future, 34 Okla. City U. L. Rev. 51, 57 (2009).
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2006, China could boast over six hundred law schools and over three hundred thousand
law students.83
Foreign education in general, and the study of international and transnational law
in particular, are encouraged by the government in the interest of better equipping its
lawyers to protect China’s national interests. For instance, in December 2011, the PRC
Ministry of Education and Central Politics and the Law Commission released the
Central Politics and Law Commission Opinion on the Implication of the Program for
Legal Elite Education, which states the following ive aims:
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(1) Cultivate legal elites with diferent specialties: the emphasis of the Program is
to cultivate legal professionals who are proicient in diferent areas of practice.
In order to make a breakthrough, the priority is to cultivate international law
professionals who have knowledge of international laws and can participate in
international afairs in order to protect national interests.
(2) Innovate new training system for legal elites: to explore a training system with
the cooperation of foreign law schools. For example, to promote the exchanges
of teachers and students, mutual recognition of credits and mutual/joint
granting of degrees between domestic and foreign law schools.
(3) Strengthen the socialist concept of legal education.
(4) Enhance the teaching of actual practice of law: to develop courses on legal
methods, to increase case study teaching methods, and to organize moot
courts and clinics.
(5) Improve the law faculty: to encourage law professors to pursue further study
and research abroad, so as to continue their professional development and to
enhance their teaching skills. In addition, to invite foreign law professors and
high-level professionals to China to engage in teaching and research works.84
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To achieve these goals, the government declared the intention to establish roughly
twenty educational institutions specializing in international and transnational law and to
set up a foundation to support study abroad by law school students and legal academics.85
According to a 2016 study, international law is now taught at more than six hundred
Chinese universities, and nearly twenty universities and research institutes may grant
doctoral degrees in international law.86
In the United States, the vast majority of law professors obtain an undergraduate
degree in a nonlegal subject and then a graduate degree in law. Some complete a master’s
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Charles F. Irish, Relections on the Evolution of Law and Legal Education in China and Vietnam, 25 Wis. Int’l L.J.
243, 251 (2007); Minzner, supra note 82, at 350.
84
教育部, 中央政法委员会关于实施卓越法律人才教育培养计划的若干意见 [Several Opinions of the
Ministry of Education and the Central Politics and Law Commission of the Communist Party of China on
Implementing the Plan for Educating and Training Outstanding Legal Talents], Xinhua (Ministry of Educ.,
Dec. 23, 2011) (emphasis added).
85
Id.
86
Wu Qizhi, supra note 63.
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degree or PhD in another subject, mostly in the United States but oten in the United
Kingdom. Yet they rarely complete a second law degree at all, like a PhD in law or a JSD/
SJD, let alone doing so outside the United States, partly because of language diiculties
and implied hierarchies. Limited foreign language skills prevent most US legal academics
from studying in places like France and Germany. Within the English-speaking world,
they ind little incentive to study law abroad in states like Australia owing to implied
hierarchies. Even though the greatest educational movement from the United States is
to the United Kingdom, most elite US universities view themselves as superior to the
elite UK universities. As the United States sits at the core, little prestige is associated with
seeking educational degrees outside the country, with the possible exception of Oxford
and Cambridge.87
Two law-speciic factors are also at play. he fact that US academics complete nonlegal
degrees in the United Kingdom, but not legal ones, partly relects the timing of foreign
study and the perception of US legal scholars that the enterprise they are engaged in is
diferent from that of their foreign peers. Most of the US legal academics who studied
abroad did so between graduating from college and attending law school in the United
States. his route is standard for those on prestigious scholarships, such as the Rhodes
and Marshall awards. As a result, these academics are much more inclined to pursue masters and PhD programs in nonlaw subjects, such as economics and international relations, than to embark on legal degrees. Legal realism also took hold in the United States
in a way that has made the US legal academy deeply skeptical about the value of legal
reasoning.88 One consequence is that US legal academics typically dismiss European
legal training and scholarship as doctrinal and formalist in comparison with the more
realist and interdisciplinary approach they celebrate in their native legal training and
scholarship.
Almost no US law academics who acquire their irst law degree in the United States
seek an additional law degree, let alone one in a foreign state. Some market factors help to
drive this result. In the United States, unlike many states, law is a postgraduate degree so
that US law students have fewer incentives to undertake additional legal study in another
state. PhDs are becoming more common in nonlegal subjects, like economics, history,
and sociology, but not in law.89 his development relects the value that the US legal
academic market places on becoming interdisciplinary over becoming internationalized.
Increasingly, aspiring US law professors are spending one or two years as a visiting assistant professor at a domestic law school before entering the US market. his route may
function as a partial substitute for further legal study, but there are clear rewards to be
gained by penetrating the domestic networks that help secure an entry-level teaching
position in the United States.
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Jamin & van Caenegem, supra note 26, at 7 (noting that foreign legal education is particularly prevalent within
common law countries, with the exception of the United States).
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See generally Richard A. Posner, he Decline of Law as an Autonomous Discipline, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 761 (1987).
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But see PhD Program, Yale Law School, https://www.law.yale.edu/studying-law-yale/degree-programs/graduateprograms/phd-program (last visited Dec. 31, 2016).
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his nationalized educational proile describes the majority trend in US law schools,
where 68 percent of the academics in this study evidenced no educational diversity, but
a minority trend has emerged in the last few decades at some of the elite schools, though
it is not clear that this trend applies to US law schools more generally. Some 32 percent
of the US international law academics at the elite schools in this study received their
irst law degree outside the United States, oten before completing a second or third law
degree in the United States or elsewhere. As a result, almost all of the diversity of education in the US law academy appears to come from inbound rather than outbound diversity, which relects the United States’ status as a core state. Some US professors seek to
internationalize their perspective later in their legal careers through experiences such as
being a senior Fulbright Scholar in a foreign country. But the well-trodden educational
pathways to a US tenure track job are almost exclusively domestic, especially when dealing with legal education.
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3. Signiicant Educational Diversity: he United Kingdom and Australia
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In the United Kingdom and Australia, almost all of the academics held two or three law
degrees and the vast majority received those degrees from at least two countries (77 percent in the United Kingdom and 73 percent in Australia). his inding accords with a
recent study of the internationalization of legal education that concludes that the UK
legal academy is one of the most internationalized in the world.90 Still, while both states
score highly in terms of diversity of legal education, they present very diferent models
of denationalization. he United Kingdom evidences strong inbound diversity, whereas
Australia evidences strong outbound diversity. his dichotomy relects core-periphery
dynamics.
In terms of inbound diversity, 74 percent of the UK international law academics in
the study received their irst law degree outside the United Kingdom. hus, most of
these UK international law academics are likely to be (or, at least, are likely to have been)
foreign nationals. A considerable number of these foreign-trained academics came from
Australia, but they also hailed from Austria, Canada, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, the Netherlands, Nigeria, the United States, and Zambia. Many received their
LLMs in the United Kingdom, but others received them in Australia, Canada, Germany,
the Netherlands, South Africa, Switzerland, the United States, and Zambia. Most of
them received their PhDs in the United Kingdom, but PhDs or the equivalents were
also awarded by Australia, Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the United
States. hese indings relect the tremendous—and highly unusual—educational diversity of the UK legal academy.91
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Antonios E. Platsas & David Marrani, On the Evolving and Dynamic Nature of UK Legal Education, in The
Internationalisation of Legal Education 299, 299–300 (Christophe Jamin & William van Caenegem
eds., 2016).
Id. at 304 (noting that there are considerable numbers of legal academics with foreign training contributing to
the development of a scholarship in the United Kingdom, including some cases where a very large proportion of
academics in a speciic faculty of law have been trained outside the United Kingdom and have come to work in
the UK academy).
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he United Kingdom therefore represents an exception to the general asymmetric patterns of core states, which feature highly internationalized student bodies but relatively
nationalized faculties. It is unclear what has made the UK legal academy so open to hiring
foreign-trained academics. As the head of the Commonwealth legal empire, the UK law
profession has developed strong connections with lawyers in many states throughout the
world, and a signiicant amount of educational and professional movement has always
taken place within the Commonwealth. European integration, which has seen the movement of lawyers and law students within Europe, adds to this phenomenon. Whether as a
cause or an efect, UK law irms have traditionally hired large numbers of foreign-trained
lawyers, particularly at midlevel positions. But the internationalization of the UK legal
academy also seems to be driven by certain inancial pressures and opportunities.
In terms of inancial pressures, since academics are not well paid in the United
Kingdom, gited UK nationals have few incentives to enter the academy. To remain globally competitive, UK universities have responded by opening up the recruitment process
to international applicants. As UK universities are some of the best-ranked in the world,
foreign-trained academics are motivated to work at elite UK law schools. Moreover,
because the UK academic recruitment process is both competitive and internationally
open, some of the best British-trained international law academics end up at very good
regional schools rather than the most elite schools. he United Kingdom has also been a
magnet for internationally minded legal academics from other states that have traditionally been more domestically oriented, like Germany.
In terms of inancial opportunities, UK universities admit a high percentage of
foreign law students, particularly in their lucrative LLM programs. UK universities
charge one fee for domestic and EU students and another, much higher, fee for international students. For instance, in 2012–13, an MPhil in law at Oxford University cost
£4,100 for domestic and EU students and £14,845 for international students.92 his
diferential makes international students attractive to UK universities as a major source
of revenue. International and transnational oferings are popular with LLMs thanks to
their transportable nature, which has enabled UK universities to hire more academics
with these backgrounds and for these academics to assume a relatively central role in
the law schools. he UK situation contrasts with the US market where a large proportion of the international students complete the LLM degree in order to take the
New York bar, and those who have not completed a irst law degree in a common law
jurisdiction are required to study many US subjects, which are usually taught by UStrained professors.
For their part, Australian international law academics typically received their irst law
degree from Australia, which is on the Western semiperiphery, and then moved toward
core countries, most commonly the United Kingdom and the United States, to complete
their second and third law degrees. Around 80 percent of Australian international law
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See Tuition Fees from 2012/13 Onwards, Univ. Oxford, http://www.ox.ac.uk/students/fees-funding/fees/rates
(last visited Dec. 27, 2016). his is unlike the US model where high fees, oten around US$50,000, are charged to
domestic and international students alike.
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academics received their irst law degree in Australia, which leaves 20 percent who were
originally educated in foreign states. hose who originally studied law outside Australia
attended schools in Brazil, Canada, Germany, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Around 73 percent of the academics received law degrees in two or
more states, the most common pattern being for the academic to have completed the irst
law degree in Australia, followed by an LLM and/or a PhD in a foreign state. he high
rate of outbound educational diversity has a lot to do with the position of Australia on the
semiperiphery, which encourages its academics to look outward and to value the external.
Australia is also a relatively aluent state with many available scholarship schemes for
foreign study, mostly in the United Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, the United States.
he Australian international lawyers in this study tended to lock to like-minded or
relatively similar states when pursuing LLMs and PhDs. he perspective of these international lawyers is likely to be denationalized to some extent by virtue of having studied
abroad, but it is still probably westernized and not subject to the diversifying inluence
of crossing a geopolitical, linguistic, or legal family divide. Australian international law
academics thus commonly experience semiperipheral-to-core diversiication, but otherwise are not highly diversiied. he relative consistency of their educational migratory
patterns also suggests that the Australian legal academy is less radically diversiied than
the UK legal academy.
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C. Implications for the Divisible College
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How might the existence or not of educational diversity in international law professors,
and whether or not this diversity comes about primarily from inbound or outbound
diversity, afect the construction of the divisible college of international lawyers?
First, the lack or existence of educational diversity may have a nationalizing or denationalizing efect. If academics have studied law only in the place where they teach,
the experience is likely to have a nationalizing efect. hey may be more likely to have
learned international law with an emphasis on the domestic case law and practices of
that state (though, as demonstrated in chapter 4, this may vary among states), to have
been exposed to the views of international law academics from that state, and to have
developed national networks. here is a greater probability that they were a national of
that state and that they learned in an environment where they were surrounded by other
nationals of that state. hey may be less apt to have had the sorts of dislocating experiences that would make them aware of their own national assumptions, lenses, and biases
when approaching international law.
By contrast, if academics have studied law in multiple countries, this experience may
have a denationalizing efect. hese academics are more likely to have studied domestic
case law and practices in relation to international law of more than one state, to have been
exposed to academic work from diferent states, and to have developed transnational,
rather than just national, networks. here is a greater chance that they will have been a
national minority within the classroom or encountered students or teachers from diverse
states with distinct national perspectives. All of these dislocating experiences may tend to
make them aware of their own and others’ national assumptions, lenses, and biases when
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approaching international law, providing them with a irsthand experience of the comparative international law phenomenon.
Anne Peters, a German international law scholar, has written about the espousal by
international legal scholars of positions that can be linked to prior education in their
domestic legal system and that serve the national interest, which she refers to as “epistemic
nationalism.”93 She does not argue that scholars should completely detach themselves
from their education and cultural context, which she concludes would be impossible and
unnecessary, but that they should make a conscious efort to internalize the perspectives
of their “others.”94 One way to become aware of one’s national biases, and to see the world
through the eyes of others, is to study international law in more than one state.
Nationalizing and denationalizing efects may have more impact at the wholesale than
the retail level. Academics who have individually had a wholly national experience of
learning international law may still become quite internationalized if they work in an
academy that is largely composed of academics that come from or have studied in multiple states. But the nationalizing efect is likely to be intensiied when the international
law community in a state is predominantly made up of academics that have studied law
only in that state, as is the case in Russia and France. here seems to be a greater probability that these communities will produce relatively self-contained dialogues about international law and thereby reinforce the divisible college of international lawyers.
his sort of self-contained community is exempliied by Russia. Lauri Mälksoo
has observed that international law scholars in Russia are oten irst and foremost
Russian international law scholars in the sense that they tend to be “linguistically and
network-wise relatively distinct and separated from international law scholars in the
West.”95 Russian international law scholars form a separate epistemological community that is tied together by a common language, history, and geography, resulting in
a fairly “self-contained” international law dialogue with roots in the Soviet government’s isolationist attitudes that created a parallel world to the West. his reality was
stark in Russian debates about Crimea following its 2014 annexation by, or reuniication with, Russia.96
Second, the lack or existence of educational diversity may afect the sources and
approaches that scholars use when identifying and analyzing international law. In comparative law, diversity of legal education is linked with greater comfort in dealing with
foreign legal materials in general, and in encouraging recourse to legal materials from
the state where the foreign study took place in particular. For instance, Justice Gérard La
Forest of the Canadian Supreme Court has noted a “deinite link” between the use of US
precedents by his colleagues on the court and the training of those justices in the United
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Anne Peters, Die Zukunt der Völkerrechtswissenschat: Wider den epistemischen Nationalismus [he Future of
Public International Law Scholarship: Against Epistemic Nationalism], 67 Zeitschrift für ausländisches
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (ZaöRV) [Heidelberg J. Int’l L.] 721 (2007).
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Id. See also Christian Marxsen et al., Introduction, Symposium: he Incorporation of Crimea by the Russian
Federation in the Light of International Law, 75 ZaöRV 3, 3 n.2 (2015).
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Lauri Mälksoo, Russian Approaches to International Law 87 (2015).
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See Chapter 5.II.A.
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States.97 Likewise, Justice Claire L’Heureux-Dubé of the same court has explained that
judges, lawyers, and academics who go abroad for parts of their education naturally turn
for inspiration and comparison to those jurisdictions whose ideas are already familiar to
them.98
Beyond the level of anecdote, this link is beginning to be explored more systematically.
For instance, David Law and Wen- Chen Chan have studied the connection between
diversity of legal education and the willingness of justices on supreme or constitutional
courts in various countries to draw on comparative law.99 Law has demonstrated that
whether the judges of the Japanese Supreme Court, the Korean Constitutional Court,
the Taiwanese Constitutional Court, and the US Supreme Court are likely to draw on
comparative law in deciding cases correlates with the commonness of foreign legal education in those systems, as indicated by the diversity of legal education of judges, law clerks,
and constitutional law academics at elite schools in those states (see Table 4).100
Conversely, lack of educational migration may also produce tangible consequences. In
discussing the parochialism of the US Supreme Court in its choice of authorities, Law
and Chan reason that “American judges are not to be blamed if their own vision ends at
the water’s edge. hey are simply products of the system that created them.”101 As long
as US law school faculties do not place a premium on hiring scholars with foreign or
comparative law expertise or training their own students in foreign law, today’s US law
clerks and tomorrow’s US judges and law professors will neither seek nor possess foreign
or comparative training. Law and Chan argue that the day that US law students prize a
degree in comparative law or a foreign law degree as a stepping stone to a Supreme Court
clerkship or a teaching position in a US law school is the day that judicial comparativism
will become truly institutionalized.102
Speciic emigrational patterns also have a palpable efect because lawyers and academics are more inclined to draw on materials from the foreign jurisdiction in which they
trained. In Law and Chan’s study of the Taiwanese Constitutional Court, they found a
strong relationship between the educational backgrounds of the justices and the sources
of foreign law that they cited. Judges with German law degrees accounted for 87 percent
of citations to German precedents and 60 percent of the citations to German constitutional or statutory provisions. Judges with some US legal training were responsible for
62 percent of citations to American precedent.103 hese correlations are not diicult to
explain: in Taiwan, as elsewhere, judges are more likely to cite what they know than what
they do not know.104
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Gérard V. La Forest, he Use of American Precedents in Canadian Courts, 46 Me. L. Rev. 211, 213 (1994).
Claire L’Heureux-Dubé, he Importance of Dialogue: Globalization and the International Impact of the Rehnquist
Court, 34 Tulsa L.J. 15, 20 (1998).
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See David S. Law & Wen-Chen Chan, he Limits of Global Judicial Dialogue, 86 Wash. L. Rev. 523, 571 (2011).
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David S. Law, Judicial Comparativism and Judicial Diplomacy, 163 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 42 (2015).
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Law & Chan, supra note 99, at 576.
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Law, supra note 100, at 980. See also Law & Chan, supra note 99, at 558.
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Law, supra note 100, at 980.
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Table 4
Diversity of Legal Education in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and the United States
Japan
South Korea
Taiwan
United
States
2/15
US: 2

4/9
US: 3
Germany: 1
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Korea University:
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Source: David S. Law, Judicial Comparativism and Judicial Diplomacy, 163 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 42 (2015).
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Similar observations have been made about the Americanization of legal education in
Israel, which has been described as a modern form of “legal colonialism.”105 Many Israeli
faculty members gain postgraduate education in American law schools and, as a result,
have imported research and teaching practices, as well as theories, values, and case law,
from US law schools to Israeli ones. his exposure afects Israeli legal scholarship: it tends
to focus more on universal issues and less on local ones; the perceived value of doctrinal
work is waning while the prestige of theoretical and interdisciplinary work is rising; the
main language of legal academic discourse is English; and US content and materials are
heavily featured. It also seems to extend beyond scholarship, inluencing the way legal
issues and cases are approached in Israeli society and courts.106
hese patterns suggest that scholars who have studied law only in one state and work
in a highly nationalized environment may be more likely to cite sources, such as case law
and academic commentary, from that state. Because the Russian and French scholars have
typically studied law only in Russia and France, they may tend to cite a high proportion
of Russian and French materials, respectively. Similarly, because many US international
law academics have studied law only in the United States, they may be predisposed to rely
primarily on US cases, practice, and academic commentary. By contrast, because Chinese
and Australian international law academics evidence a high degree of outbound educational diversity, these academics may be inclined to draw on materials and ideas from
elsewhere, including irst and foremost the states in which they studied.
he asymmetries of these educational movements mean that usually this sort of difusion is primarily one-way rather than fully reciprocal. Chinese international law academics who have studied in the United States, the United Kingdom, and France are likely to
be better placed to understand the perspectives of those states and to draw on materials
and ideas from those states than the other way around. his circumstance may contribute to the ield’s Western orientation because it means that Western materials experience
greater difusion than non-Western materials and are more apt to constitute the ield’s
common language. In the longer term, however, the lack of knowledge in Western international law academies about Chinese and other non-Western approaches and materials
will become more problematic as China and other non-Western states grow in power.
hird, educational migration patterns might suggest some movement toward English
common law approaches as a legal, global lingua franca. Although no large-scale data are
available on this point, the educational backgrounds of many successful international
lawyers suggest that students who originally studied law in a non-English-speaking civil
law state and then acquire further legal training in an English-speaking common law state
are more common than the reverse. Many students who engage in transnational legal
study stay within their language and legal family. But, to the extent that some traverse
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Haim Sandberg, Legal Colonialism—Americanization of Legal Education in Israel, Glob. Jurist, Mar. 2010,
at 1, 2.
106
Id. at 13–23 (giving examples of the inluence of (1) Brown v. Board of Education on Israel policy with regard to
allocation of land resources to minorities in a Jewish state; (2) American theories concerning indigenous people
and distributive justice on the privatization of agricultural land in Israel; and (3) American theories of distributive justice and social responsibility on the attitude of the Israeli legal world to land expropriations).
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these lines, they appear to favor somewhat asymmetric movement toward Englishspeaking common law states.107 In some cases, students complete their irst law degree
in a common law state and then an LLM or PhD in schools like Leiden University in
the Netherlands and the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies
in Geneva, but these institutions tend to be highly internationalized by virtue of their
professors rather than steeped in civil law approaches.
hese asymmetric patterns could be expected to afect what emerges as the lingua
franca of international lawyers. For example, Colin Picker argues that international law
evidences a mixed common law/civil law heritage but that the balance between the two
inluences has shited over time. Whereas international law was originally much more
like civil law, it has shited in the last sixty years to become more like the common law.108
In studying this drit in the context of the World Trade Organization (WTO), Picker
identiies one explanatory factor as the large number of oicials, practitioners, and scholars in the ield who have pursued legal studies in common law states, including many
civil-law-trained students who undertook postgraduate legal studies in common law
systems.109 Even when law students have not attended common law universities themselves, their lecturers and advisers will oten have studied or spent considerable time at
such universities.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, universities in civil law states played
a far more prominent role in Western legal education and thought.110 he emergence of
English as the global lingua franca is a critical factor in developing and sustaining legal
cultures and English is closely associated with the common law. hus, Picker claims that
the ever-increasing role of English in international law suggests that the inluence of common law legal cultural characteristics will continue and possibly expand.111 his process
tends to be exacerbated by the linguistic insularity of most native English speakers.
Finally, states at the core of their language and legal family oten evidence a clear asymmetry: for the most part, they are relatively internationalized in terms of their student
bodies, but much more nationalized in terms of the education of their own professors.
his pattern seems to be largely true of Russia, France, and, to a somewhat lesser extent,
the United States. Such asymmetry means that they generally evidence a greater degree
of international output than international input; these academics are well placed to
difuse some of their ideas to an international audience through their teacher-student
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Jamin & van Caenegem, supra note 26, at 7 (one reason for this may be language, another may be the relatively
low number of LLMs ofered by civil law universities).
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relationships (output), but they are subject to relatively national inluences in terms of
determining their own approaches (input). his asymmetry is consequential because diffusion is more likely to occur in a downward and lateral direction than in an upward
direction.112
he exception to this pattern is the United Kingdom, the only core state in the study
to evidence double internationalization: a radically internationalized student body
and international law academy. he international law academy is also internationalized
through inbound diversity, with academics hailing from a wide range of other countries,
including many non-English-speaking and civil law states. Double internationalization
helps to make the UK legal academy a fertile place for the development of international
law because it brings together international lawyers from a broad variety of states as both
students and teachers. he common language of these professors and students is the
“international” and “transnational” rather than the “national” because not even the professors have a national legal tradition in common.
he UK academy’s double internationalization, coupled with the leading role of
London in international law practice and its proximity to other centers of international
law like he Hague, makes it well suited for an outsized inluence on shaping the construction of international law as a transnational legal ield. It becomes a true meeting place for
the international—a melting pot of internationalization on both input and output levels. Of course, this diversity is not perfect. For example, the proile of inbound diversity
shows that few international law academics at the elite schools come from non-Western
states. Yet, compared with those in the other states in the study, UK international law
academics may enjoy more internationally diverse professional networks, which could
well encourage them to draw upon legal developments and sources from a much wider
range of states than their peers in many other states. Nevertheless, these proiles and patterns are dynamic. Whether the unusual internationalization of the UK legal academy
continues to the same degree following Brexit remains to be seen.113 But, at least for now,
the UK international law academy is extremely internationalized.

for

III. Comparing Publication Placements

Ox

International lawyers are simultaneously part of two communities: a transnational community of international lawyers from diferent states and a domestic community of lawyers, including but not limited to, international lawyers, in their own states. But who
is—and whom do they view as—their primary audience? What factors drive their publication choices? And how might decisions about the language and forums in which they
publish shape their audiences and spheres of inluence?
here could be many ways to get a sense of the audiences of diferent international law
academics. A Turkish academic who publishes a book about international law in Turkish
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See Chapter 3.I.C.
See Chapter 6.
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with a Turkish national press will almost inevitably be speaking primarily to a domestic
rather than a transnational audience. By contrast, if the same scholar were to publish the
book in English with a press with far-reaching global sales, like the Oxford University
Press or the Cambridge University Press, that scholar might well be aiming for—and possibly achieving—a primary audience that is more transnational than domestic.
To explore the publication avenues that are open and attractive to academics in diferent states, I have chosen to look at where international law academics in the states studied
publish their articles. When publishing articles, international lawyers face clear choices.
What language do they write in? Do they select domestic, foreign, or transnational journals? Do they turn to generalist or specialist international law journals? hese choices
can be inluenced by many factors, including linguistic abilities, which may open or close
certain publishing options, and academic incentives, which may privilege particular types
of outlets.
International legal academies difer signiicantly in their publication placements. he
Russian scholars published almost all of their articles (over 98 percent) in Russian-based,
Russian-language journals. he French and Chinese scholars placed a signiicant percentage of their articles (around 88 percent and 90 percent, respectively) in domestic journals
that were typically native-language journals. he UK and US scholars overwhelmingly
published in English-language journals, though US scholars favored domestic journals
(around 80 percent), whereas UK scholars gave priority to transnational and foreign
journals (around 65 percent).
A report on the internationalization of legal education pointed to publishing in foreign
journals or another language as a key indicator of internationalization.114 Nevertheless,
publication strategies and outcomes clearly difer both between and within the Englishand non-English-speaking academies of the states in this study. hese publication choices
are likely to afect the authors’ primary audience in ways that relect and reinforce certain
inluences that permeate the construction of international law as a transnational ield.

for

A. Tracking Publication Placements

Ox

In evidencing the invisible college of international lawyers, Schachter pointed to the existence throughout the world of “journals and yearbooks of international law.”115 Yet not all
journals are alike. To track publication placements, I distinguish among domestic, transnational, and foreign journals, and between generalist and specialist journals.
In many cases, journals are clearly associated with a particular state. hey are oten managed by a speciic university or state and are guided by an editorial board composed largely
of scholars or students based at that university or within that state. Examples include
US journals (like the Harvard Law Review and the Harvard International Law Journal),
French journals (like the Journal du droit international (Journal of International Law) and
the Revue générale de droit international public (General Review of Public International
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Law)), and Russian journals (like the Московский журнал международного права
(Moscow Journal of International Law) and the Российский юридический журнал
(Russian Law Journal)). I count publication in a journal as “domestic” if the journal is
associated with the same state as the one where the academic is employed, and “foreign”
if it is associated with a diferent state.
An increasing number of journals are seeking to transcend national borders. hese
publications, which I refer to as “transnational,” are sometimes identiied by subject
area, such as the Journal of International Economic Law and the Journal of International
Criminal Justice, or region, such as the European Journal of International Law and the
Asian Journal of International Law. Some have a regional name, but their editorial boards
are primarily drawn from a single state, such as the Revista latinoamericana de derecho
internacional (Latin American Journal of International Law), which is closely associated
with Argentina.116 Where it is unclear whether a journal should count as “transnational,”
I examined whether more than 50 percent of its editorial board came from multiple states
(transnational) or a single state (domestic).
Journals may also be “generalist” or “specialist.” For instance, the Harvard Law Review
is a generalist US journal, whereas the Harvard International Law Journal is a specialist one that will take articles on US-focused topics (for example, Alien Tort Statute
litigation) and non-US-focused ones (for example, the evolution of international investment treaties). Similarly, the Modern Law Review is a generalist UK journal, whereas
the International and Comparative Law Quarterly is a specialist UK one. Depending on
the journal concerned, generalist ones may generate a wider national audience of international and noninternational lawyers than specialist ones, whereas specialist ones may
create a wider transnational audience primarily of international lawyers.
Many transnational international law journals are published in English by major
Western publishing houses like Oxford University Press. he editorial boards of many
of them are drawn exclusively or predominantly from Western states. When it comes to
publishing in these transnational journals, the language criterion creates distinct advantages for scholars from English-speaking states over those from non-English-speaking
ones. he Western nature of some of the editorial boards may also advantage Western
scholars over non-Western ones. Under the circumstances, it may be useful to look for
divergences in publication placements both between and within these diferently situated groups.
It is hard to track publication placements with a high degree of accuracy. Some scholars place complete or relatively complete lists of their publications on their web proiles,
whereas others ofer only indicative lists or highlighted publications. In addition to
searching online proiles, I also conducted searches on various databases (including Lexis,
Westlaw, and CNKI (China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database)), but the results
are not guaranteed to be complete. Some scholars move countries, which complicates
the coding of domestic and foreign journals, particularly as the exact timing of the move
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See Acerca de LADI, Revista Latinoamericana de Derecho Internacional [Latin Am. J. Int’l L.], http://www.
revistaladi.com.ar/acerca-de-ladi/ (last visited Dec. 27, 2016).
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is sometimes unclear and there is an inevitable time lag between the writing of an article
and its publication.117
In view of these limitations, one should not overstate the accuracy of the percentages
used in this chapter. What is important, however, are the broader trends. Whether or not
the precise level of publication of Russian international law scholars in domestic Russianlanguage journals is 95 percent or 98 percent, what matters is that the overwhelming
majority of these publications are domestic, native-language publications. Likewise,
whether UK international law academics publish 60 percent or 70 percent of their articles in foreign and transnational journals matters less than that they publish most of their
articles in English-language nondomestic journals. he question is what these choices say
about a scholar’s probable audience, both intended and actual.
B. Explaining Publication Placements
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Many factors inluence where scholars publish their papers. In this section, two factors
are explored that difer among international law academies—language abilities and academic incentives—irst, with respect to the non-English-speaking states in the study, followed by the English-speaking ones.
In the Russian academy, the international law academics published around 98 percent of their articles in domestic journals that were almost always in the Russian language. he Russian Association of International Law’s main periodical, the Российский
ежегодник международного права (Russian Yearbook of International Law, formerly
Soviet Yearbook of International Law) is published in Russian, as is the Московский
журнал международного права (Moscow Journal of International Law, formerly Soviet
Journal of International Law) and the Российский юридический журнал (Russian
Law Journal).118 Some English-language journals are published in Russia. For instance,
in 2013, the Russian Law Journal was published for the irst time, with the stated aim
of “bring[ing] the Russian academic legal tradition closer to the international environment and mak[ing] Russian legal scholarship more accessible to other scholars and
well-known worldwide.”119 As the editor in chief, Dmitry Maleshin, explained, the main
problem with legal scholarship in Russia is its isolated nature, and an important step in

I aimed at coding journals on the basis of where the academic was working at the time the article was published,
allowing for a one-year delay between moving and publishing to account for the delay between writing and
having a piece published. hus, an article published in a domestic journal from State A would still be coded as
domestic if it was published within one year of the academic’s moving from State A to State B on the basis that it
was probably written and accepted for publication while the scholar was based in State A even if it was published
ater the scholar moved to State B.
See Московский журнал международного права [Moscow Journal of International Law], http://www.mjil.
ru/ (last visited Dec. 26, 2016); Российский юридический журнал [Russian L.J.], http://www.ruzh.org/ (last
visited Dec. 26, 2016). he irst two journals listed require an English summary of the article in order to be published, whereas special issues of the Russian Yearbook of International Law that are based on papers presented at
the Martens Reading Group in International Humanitarian Law are now bilingual.
Russian L.J., http://www.russianlawjournal.org/ (last visited Oct. 17, 2016). his is an English-language journal
with the same name as the Russian-language journal Российский юридический журнал, but they are diferent
journals rather than one’s being a translation of the other.
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overcoming this isolation is to publish in English, the lingua franca of global legal scholarship.120 But these are ledgling endeavors, and most Russian journals, including those
on international law, are published in Russian.
Linguistic and cultural barriers to publishing in foreign and transnational journals
remain pervasive. Foreign language skills are oten not integrated into legal teaching in
Russian universities. As a result, many international law academics lack the capacity to
write in foreign languages.121 Even when they have foreign language skills, writing in their
native tongue is much easier, and the end result will oten be better as well. he efort-toreward ratio is thus stacked in favor of native-language publications. In addition, as less
than 5 percent of the Russian international law academics studied abroad, most are not
educated in the ways and means of publishing in foreign and transnational journals, and
they are not likely to have developed foreign contacts. hey typically were not schooled
in how to write and think in a way that would be well received by the editorial boards
of foreign language journals, which are oten dominated by Western or Western-trained
academics or students. hey probably know diferent international law authorities, have
distinct starting assumptions, and exhibit diferent doxa.122 Accordingly, even if they
invest the time in writing in a foreign language, their piece may be unlikely to be accepted
for publication in a foreign or transnational journal.
Clearly, this situation is dynamic and subject to counterforces. For instance, one of the
Russian government’s responses to the poor results Russian universities received in global
rankings has been to encourage Russian scholars to publish in English and in transnational and foreign journals.123 In 2012, the Russian Ministry of Education handed down
a decree intended to “increase the proportion of publications by Russian researchers in
world academic journals, indexed in the Web of Science, to 2.44% by 2015.”124 he new
Russian Science Foundation, which is the Russian equivalent of the US National Science
Foundation, sponsors two competitions for issuing grant money, at least one of which
requires publishing articles in peer-reviewed journals indexed in the Web of Science and

for

Dmitry Maleshin, Chief Editor’s Note on the Russian Legal Academia and Periodicals, 3 Russian L.J. 5 (2015).
As described above, see Chapter 3.II.B. Russian law schools require students to take a foreign language course, but
foreign language materials and teaching typically are not integrated into the rest of the curriculum, so students
have little opportunity to develop and practice these skills. here is more foreign language instruction at some
institutions like MGIMO, the Higher School of Economics (Law), Friendship University, Kutain University,
St. Petersburg University (Law), and the Diplomatic Academy, but foreign language training and teaching in
English remains much less extensive than in some other states, like China.
122
See Chapter 2.I.B.
123
In terms of other responses, Russian academics and government oicials have been critical of global university rankings, suggesting that the poor performance of Russian universities relects certain biases in the ranking
metrics used. See, e.g., Gleb Fedorov, Why Are Russia’s Universities Struggling in International Ratings?, Russia
Beyond the Headlines, Oct. 14, 2014; Sophia Kishkovsky, Russia Moves to Improve Its University Rankings,
N.Y. Times, Mar. 25, 2012. he Russian government has also reportedly been working on developing its own
ranking scheme, though it has not yet been announced. See Russia to Prepare International Higher Education
Rankings by 2015, Sputnik News, May 27, 2014, http://sputniknews.com/russia/20140527/190164061/
Russia-to-Prepare-International-Higher-Education-Rankings-by.html.
124
О мерах по реализации государственной политики в области образования и науки [Presidential Decree of
the Russian Federation on Measures to Realize the Governmental Policy in the Area of Education and Science],
Собрание законодательства Российской Федерации [Russian Collection of Legislation] 2012, No. 19, p. 2336.
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Scopus databases (which are dominated by foreign and transnational journals); publishing in journals indexed in the Russian Science Citation Index is not suicient.125
Since 2013, universities have been required to ensure that a certain number of articles
by their faculty are printed in Web of Science or Scopus journals if they wish to be eligible for federal grants.126 And some universities, such as the Moscow State Institute of
International Relations of the Ministry of Foreign Afairs (MGIMO) and the Higher
School of Economics, ofer cash bonuses to faculty members who publish articles in such
journals.127
It is too early to tell whether these incentives will shit publishing patterns in the
Russian academy. During the Soviet years, there was not only little pressure to publish
in foreign and transnational journals but also little pressure to publish much at all. Many
of the universities functioned primarily as teaching schools, and research was let to
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he irst competition concerns applications for “Conducting advanced scientiic research and exploratory
investigations by research groups,” for which applicants must have published at least three articles in peerreviewed Russian or foreign academic journals that are indexed in the Russian Science Citation Index or the
Web of Science and Scopus databases, which are mainly illed with English-language journals. See Конкурсная
документация на проведение открытого публичного конкурса на получение грантов Российского
научного фонда по приоритетному направлению деятельности Российского научного фонда «Проведен
ие фундаментальных научных исследований и поисковых научных исследований отдельными научными
группами» [Application Materials for the Open Competition for Receiving Grants from the Russian Science
Foundation in the Program “Conducting Advanced Scientiic Research and Exploratory Investigations by
Research Groups”], Российский научный фонд [Russian Sci. Found.], Feb. 5, 2014, http://www.rscf.ru/
sites/default/iles/dociles/konkursnaja_dokumentacija.pdf. he second competition concerns “Conducting
Advanced Scientiic Research and Exploratory Investigations by International Research Groups,” for which
applicants must have published at least ive articles in peer-reviewed Russian or foreign academic journals that
are indexed in the Web of Science and Scopus databases only. For the latter competition, publishing articles in
the Russian Science Citation Index is not suicient. See Конкурсная документация на проведение открытого
публичного конкурса на получение грантов Российского научного фонда по приоритетному направлен
ию деятельности Российского научного фонда «Проведение фундаментальных научных исследований и
поисковых научных исследований международными научными группами» [Application Materials for the
Open Competition for Receiving Grants from the Russian Science Foundation in the Program “Conducting
Advanced Scientiic Research and Exploratory Investigations by Research Groups”] Российский научный
фонд [Russian Sci. Found.], Apr. 24, 2014, http://www.rscf.ru/sites/default/iles/dociles/Конкурсная%20
документация_1.pdf.
126
In 2013, the Ministry of Education issued another order aimed at increasing Russia’s standing with respect to
international publications. he order laid out the requirements universities need to meet in order to receive
federal grants. Since the law was meant to increase the competitiveness of Russian universities, one of the stipulations introduces new publication requirements: “For every 100 staf members, the number of publications in
peer-reviewed journals, which have been indexed in the Web of Science or Scopus databases, should not be less
than ive.” See О перечне требований к отбору вузов для получения ими государственной поддержки в
целях повышения их конкурентоспособности среди ведущих мировых научно-образовательных центров,
[Order of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation on the List of Requirements for
Universities to Receive Federal Grants with the Aim of Increasing the Competitiveness of Russian Universities
Among World Educational and Scientiic Centers], Российская газета [russ. gaz.], May 24, 2013, No. 110.
127
See, e.g., Интернационализация научной деятельности обретает материальную основу [he
Internationalization of Scientiic Activity Gets the Material Basis], MGIMO, http://www.mgimo.ru/news/
university/document223805.phtml, and Список работников НИУ ВШЭ, которым установлена надбавка за
статью в зарубежном рецензируемом журнале (3 уровень) в 2014–2016 гг [List of HSE Employees Who
Got Allowance for an Article in a Foreign Peer-Reviewed Journal (3 Level) in 2014–2016], Higher Sch. of
Economics, http://www.hse.ru/science/scifund/bonus_2014_3.
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Inst. of Legislation and Comparative Law under the Gov’t of the Russ. Federation, http://www.izak.ru/theinstitute-of-legislation-and-comparative-law-under-the-government-of-the-russian-federation-162; Inst. of State
and Law of the Russ. Acad. of Sci., http://www.igpran.ru/en.
According to one Russian international lawyer:
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specialized research institutions, like the Institute of Legislation and Comparative Law
and the Institute of State and Law of the Russian Academy of Sciences.128 Of the academics listed in this study, a considerable number seem not to have appeared in print much—
or sometimes at all—since they defended their dissertation (Russian scholars must have
three publications to their credit to receive a PhD). Although Russia’s poor showing on
global university rankings has changed the incentive structures, Russian academia on the
whole remains underinanced, so that professors oten lack time and resources, such as
good libraries and money for research assistants, to complete high-quality research. Low
university salaries impel many academics to hold down a second job, such as working as
a lawyer or running a business, which then limits their ability to engage in research.129
Moreover, even if Russian international law academics start to publish more articles in
foreign and transnational journals, the overall publication statistics will remain highly
nationalized for a long time.
In France, the French international law academics published approximately 88 percent
of their articles in domestic French-language journals. Within this group, about 65 percent
of the papers appeared in specialist international law journals (the opposite of the Russian
papers, 65 percent of which appeared in domestic generalist journals). Major French international law journals include the Journal du droit international, the Revue générale de droit
international public, and the Annuaire rançais de droit international (French Yearbook of
International Law).130 he French results partly stem from diiculties in publishing in foreign languages since law in France tends to be taught primarily, if not exclusively, in French.
Yet academic incentives also contribute to shaping these choices.
Appearing in well-known French publications is much valued and readily understood
by the broader French legal academy. When applying for an initial academic position, a
candidate has been permitted since 2014 to submit a non-French publication provided
that it is accompanied by a French translation.131 Before that, the practice was to submit

129
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University professors (not tutors, full professors) earn on average 500–600 pounds or less a month (used
to be worse in the 1990s). Many were forced to leave academia altogether to provide for their families.
Others have to combine teaching with working as lawyer or running their businesses etc. here are two
types of exceptions: martyrs and these who would not be able to ind other employment. As the result,
they have neither time nor energy to conduct any signiicant research or write high-quality articles. he
concept of research assistants does not exist. he situation has been changing with grants from the state
for certain research, but not signiicantly.

130

131

E-mail on ile with author.
Some French international law academics also published in foreign French-language publications, like the
Belgian-based Revue de droit international et de droit comparé [Review of International and Comparative Law].
Arrêté du 4 février 2014 ixant les modalités d’inscription en vue de pourvoir des emplois de professeur des
universités dans les disciplines juridiques, politiques, économiques et de gestion pour le premier concours
national d’agrégation de l’enseignement supérieur pour l’année 2014 [Decree of February 4, 2014 Laying Down
Registration Arrangements in Order to Fill Position of University Professor in Legal, Political, Economic and
Management Disciplines for the First National Competitive Examination of Aggregation in Higher Education
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publications only in French. Even now, writing in English and translating into French
would be a lot more work, and the results would probably not be ideal in any event. Civil
law scholars from France and elsewhere oten complain that the diference is not just one
of language but also one of legal style. Rarely can an article be written in one language
and just translated into another, as the composition and reasoning oten difers between
common law and civil law states.
he style of scholarship valued also diverges so that English-language publications will
commonly not comply with French scholarly ideals, even if translated. French legal academic writing style is rich, more akin to literature than science. he writing in Englishlanguage publications is oten criticized in France for being “standardized,” meaning
neutral and systematic, and lacking in literary merit or quality. he assumption is that
the ideas expressed in that way are too simple or simpliied to capture complexity and
subtlety. he supposed risk to intellectual depth that arises from the poverty of the writing process is one reason given by French legal academics as to why they should not write
or teach in English, and it explains why little value tends to attach to translations.
French legal scholarship oten takes a form that does not necessarily translate well to
or from English writing. Doctorates, for instance, are typically divided into two parts,
which in turn are split into two subparts, which are then divided into two sub-subparts,
even if this structure seems forced given the subject and argument.132 (his rule is not followed as rigidly for articles.) French law academics generally have diferent philosophical
and legal starting points from those of their English-speaking counterparts and engage
with diferent literature and historical igures. French scholarship privileges a logical,
deductive method and legal doctrinal analysis rather than engagement with nonlegal
approaches, such as economics and sociology. Some English-language concepts (such as
jurisdiction) are also not identical to the nearest French equivalent (like compétence),
making translation again inadequate.
Academic incentives are not only key to landing a irst position. In France, promotion
to a better university post depends on impressing the domestic French academy; building
one’s domestic reputation is widely considered to be more important than building one’s
international reputation, even for international lawyers, which has the efect of privileging French and French-language publications. One French academic explained to me
that this focus sometimes results in an inversely proportional relationship between internal and external reputations: “he more you focus on your international community, the
less you are valued by your domestic community, and vice versa.” Another said that the
relationship was asymmetric: one could ind prominent international lawyers in France
who did not have strong reputations outside of France, but not vice versa.
Academic incentives can also move in the other direction. he Chinese international law academics published around 90 percent of their articles in Chinese journals
that were usually native-language journals. Nevertheless, the academy creates incentives

of 2014], art. 7(1) (“When these documents are written in a foreign language, a translation in French will be
attached.”).
132
Jamin, supra note 75, at 70.
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for scholars to publish in certain foreign and transnational journals. Promotions in the
Chinese academy are tied to appearing in certain Chinese journals or in English-language
journals listed in the Social Sciences Citation Index. hese incentives apply to Chinese
international law academics, but given the language diiculties involved, publishing in
English-language journals is still very diicult, particularly for members of the older generation who tend to be less competent in English.
Although a handful of Chinese international law academics have written a substantial
number of papers in transnational and foreign journals, most remain largely nationally
bound. One reason is that the Chinese government partly assesses universities by setting numerical targets for the number of articles published, which creates incentives for
academics to contribute many (oten inferior) articles to national journals.133 Writing
such pieces in English would take too long, and they would probably not be accepted in
any event. Nonetheless, the fact that Chinese international lawyers frequently study in
English-speaking states and are given incentives to publish in English-speaking journals
correlates with a higher percentage of foreign and transnational journal placements in
comparison with their Russian peers.
In terms of English-speaking academies, US scholars publish the vast majority of their
articles in US journals, whereas UK academics publish the majority of their articles in
transnational and foreign journals like the European Journal of International Law, the
International Journal of Criminal Justice, and the Journal of International Economic Law.
his diference might partly arise from the fact that the American Journal of International
Law is clearly associated with the United States, but the number of articles published in
this journal made up such a small percentage of the overall igures that this association
did not signiicantly inluence the results. One explanation for the US statistics lies in
the enormous number of journals in the US market since most law schools host multiple
journals, usually including both a law review and a specialist international law journal.
his proliferation is not found in the United Kingdom. Another explanation can be
traced to academic incentives. In the United Kingdom, a premium is placed on publishing in peer-reviewed journals; they are oten specialist journals, and many of them are
transnational. By contrast, in the United States, a premium is placed on publishing in US
law reviews and journals, oten with a preference for generalist student-edited journals
and, among them, with a preference for those published at the law school which ranks
the highest on the US News & World Report.134
Within the domestic US journals, the US international law academics published
roughly 60 percent in generalist or noninternational journals and 40 percent in specialist international journals. he incentive to privilege publishing in domestic law reviews

133

Minzner, supra note 82, at 365 (“Pressure to hit designated numerical targets has helped fuel a widespread culture
of academic corruption and junk research.”) (quoting Ge Jianxiong, 学术腐败, 不诚信和犯罪: 研究与思想,
[Academic Corruption, Dishonesty, and Misdeeds: Research and houghts], in Ann. Report on China’s
Education 123, 125 (Yang Dongping ed., 2010) (“Because existing evaluation systems unilaterally emphasize
numbers of articles and length of manuscripts, researchers produce huge amounts of scholarly garbage.”).
134
See 2017 Best Law Schools, U.S. News & World Rep., https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/toplaw-schools (last visited Apr. 22, 2016).
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over international specialist and peer-reviewed journals can be evidenced by looking at
the rankings of US journals on sites like the Washington and Lee School of Law website.
According to its combined score rating, the generalist law reviews of the elite law schools
(like Harvard, Yale, and Stanford) dominate the list, whereas the most highly ranked specialist journal in any ield—the Harvard International Law Journal—comes in at thirtyeighth, followed by the Virginia Journal of International Law at forty-ith, the Yale
Journal of International Law at sixty-fourth, and the American Journal of International
Law at sixty-seventh.135 he American Journal, which is one of the premier peer-reviewed
journals in the ield and one of the few US legal journals that is peer-reviewed, ranks just
above the Bufalo Law Review and below a vast array of general law reviews of law schools
that are not top ranked, such as Alabama, Ohio, Connecticut, and Emory.
Diferences in style and substance can also make it diicult to place the same piece
in US and non-US journals, so that quite oten a choice must be made during the writing stage. US articles are generally much longer and more heavily footnoted than pieces
that are accepted by non-US peer-reviewed journals. he submissions processes difer
radically, as peer-reviewed journals oten require exclusive submission, whereas the US
student-edited journals usually permit multiple submissions and trading-up ofers from
lower-ranked journals to higher-ranked ones. Certain types of interdisciplinary work may
also ind a more natural home in US journals, such as law and economics approaches. But
even interdisciplinary US international law academics explained that one of the main
reasons for publishing in US journals was that those articles were more favorably recognized and valued by their generalist faculties.
US international law academics care so much about appealing to their noninternational law colleagues partly because of the way hiring occurs in the US market. To obtain
an entry-level job or lateral move, academics ordinarily need to be approved by a vote of
the entire faculty. Prospective applicants thus have an incentive to focus on work that is
understandable and of interest to the faculty as a whole, not just to the international law
specialists. he noninternational law academics not only determine how many international lawyers might be hired, but also are inluential in determining who those international law academics will be. As generalist faculties privilege generalist journals, so
do many US international law academics. he lack of symbolic capital associated with
both foreign legal education and foreign legal publishing is also mutually reinforcing.136
“And forget about publishing in a language other than English,” one US legal academic
explained, while another declared that publishing in a particular foreign, Englishlanguage journal would be the equivalent of “hiding the article under a rock” as far as her
faculty was concerned.137
his hiring process contrasts with the approach taken in the United Kingdom
where international law academics are normally selected by a committee in which the
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See Law Journals: Submissions and Ranking, 2008–2015, Wash. & Lee Sch. L., http://lawlib.wlu.edu/LJ/index.
aspx (last visited Apr. 22, 2016).
136
See Jamin & van Caenegem, supra note 26, at 7 (noting the relative absence of foreign legal education and foreign
legal publishing in the United States and India).
137
E-mails on ile with author.
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assessment by international lawyers is oten compelling or decisive. he key to being hired
and promoted is typically recognition by the academics’ peer group of international lawyers, rather than their peer group of domestic legal academics comprised by the faculty
at large. Certainly, prestige attaches to publication in generalist journals, such as the
Modern Law Review and the Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, and there may be some pressure to publish in these journals, particularly for academics who work at the institutions
in which they are based. But prestige also attaches to publication in top peer-reviewed
journals in general, frequently with a preference for specialist international law journals,
whether domestic, foreign, or transnational.
UK scholars are the outliers in the group studied when it comes to how much of their
work they publish in foreign and transnational journals. While academic incentives
play a part in inluencing this publication strategy, this option is readily available to UK
scholars given the prevalence of English-language international law journals, both foreign and transnational.138 On the national level, many domestic journals and yearbooks
on international law are only in English, even when published in non-English-speaking
states (for example, the Chinese Journal of International Law and the German Yearbook of
International Law). On the transnational level, many of the subject-speciic and regional
international law journals are only in English (for example, the Journal of International
Criminal Justice and the Asian Journal of International Law).
he prevalence of English in international law publications means that UK international law academics have greater access to appearing in foreign and transnational journals than their Chinese, French, and Russian peers. hat cannot be said of their US peers,
but the diference between them lies more in academic incentives than language abilities.
his diference may also relate to the diversity of UK international law academics, many
of whom originally came from and studied outside the United Kingdom, which may
carry over to their networks and perspectives when it comes to foreign and transnational
publishing.

for

C. Implications for the Divisible College

Ox

Divergent publication placements can contribute to shaping the audiences and spheres
of inluence of diferent international law academies in ways that relect and reinforce
certain nationalizing, denationalizing, and westernizing inluences characteristic of the
divisible college of international lawyers.
First, language divides international lawyers. When international law academics
publish in diferent languages, they oten speak to distinct audiences. By publishing in
local languages, international law scholars perform the important function of bringing
international law home and communicating international ideas to domestic audiences,
including noninternational law specialists. But, depending on the language involved,
these choices can also severely limit the transnational audience of these scholars because
language barriers are real.

138

For further discussion, see Chapter 5.III.B and C.
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Consider a Chinese international lawyer with the requisite linguistic skills to be able
to choose between writing in Chinese and publishing in a Chinese journal or writing in
English and publishing in a foreign or transnational journal. By doing the former, the
academic will probably reach an almost exclusively domestic (Chinese) audience. he
chance that the ideas will reach and inluence a non- Chinese audience is minimal. By
contrast, if the academic publishes in English in a foreign or transnational journal, the
ideas will have a greater chance of reaching a transnational audience, but the scholar’s
domestic audience will be more circumscribed.
he audiences for diferent languages are not always demarcated along national lines
and some languages have a greater transnational reach than others. A French international
lawyer who publishes in a French-language domestic journal is likely to reach an audience
of French international lawyers, as well as other international lawyers who speak French,
including those from Francophone European, African, and Asian states. Similarly, the
audience of a US international lawyer who publishes in an English-language domestic
journal is apt to extend to other English-speaking international lawyers located outside
the United States. his is particularly true for publishing in journals, like the American
Journal of International Law, which have a large readership outside their home state.
he language of publication can make a real diference as to audience and uptake. For
instance, a 2001 study found that the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International
Law (a German-based publication written in English) had been cited 246 times in US
journals, whereas the Juris-Classeur de droit international (a French-based publication
written in French) had been cited only once.139 In 2016, a search of these two sources
in the International Law Review Articles of Lexis revealed 153 articles citing the former and 4 citing the latter.140 he Juris-Classeur is undoubtedly cited more frequently
in Francophone literature. But if the Max Planck Encyclopedia had been written in
German, it is doubtful that it would have been as inluential outside Germany as it has
been. Indeed, it is now published by Oxford University Press and available online, and
over 92 percent of its subscribers are not from Germany.141
Developing audiences across language lines is diicult considering the limits of multilingualism, as many people speak only one or a handful of languages and translations
are not that common. Still, exceptions exist. For instance, the Revista latinoamericana
de derecho internacional, which was launched in 2014, includes Spanish-language versions of famous articles originally published in other languages.142 But, for the most
part, the choice of which language to write in has a major efect on the makeup of the
audiences of diferent international law academics, whether on national lines (for languages that are not widely spoken outside the state in question) or transnational lines
139

Detlev F. Vagts, 95 Am. J. Int’l L. 726, 726 (2001) (book review).
Search conducted Nov. 3, 2016. he equivalent search in Westlaw under International Law Reviews and Journals
yielded ninety-nine articles citing the former and none citing the latter.
141
See Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Max Planck Inst. for Comp. Pub. L. & Int’l L., http://
www.mpil.de/en/pub/research/areas/public-international-law/max-planck-encyclopedia.cfm (last visited Oct.
27, 2016). I am grateful to Frauke Lachenmann of the Max Planck Foundation for International Peace and the
Rule of Law for providing me with this igure (on ile with author).
142
See Acerca de LADI, supra note 116.
140
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(for international languages that are spoken by linguistic communities existing across
national lines).
Second, authorities and reference points oten difer between language groups, which
may result in relatively self-contained and self-referential debates that difer across
national or linguistic communities. I am not aware of any study that has tracked citation
patterns in diferent international law journals, but anecdotal evidence suggests a strong
tendency to cite primarily from within a single language and sometimes from within a
single state or region. For instance, Giorgio Sacerdoti, an Italian international lawyer,
noted the “alarming development” that “[m]any authors use only sources in their own
language. For example, citations in the American Journal of International Law are almost
exclusively to articles that are written in English and predominantly to articles that are
authored by American writers. For me, this reveals a certain parochial approach and provincialism.”143 Emmanuelle Jouannet, a French international lawyer, relected that the
same pattern would emerge if one were to examine the two leading French international
law journals, the Annuaire rançais de droit international and the Revue générale de droit
international public, with the exception of more frequent citations to European sources.144
English and French are the two leading languages of international law, yet academic
cross-fertilization even between these languages remains limited. For instance, a comparison by one scholar of the 1980 volumes of the American Journal of International Law
and the Annuaire de droit international showed that only 1.5 percent of the footnotes in
the English-language journal were to French sources and only 7.3 percent of the footnotes
in the French journal were to English-language sources.145 Alain Pellet, a French international lawyer, objected to the lack of citations to French sources in the American Journal
of International Law, stating:
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he most convincing explanation therefore seems to be, quite simply, that our
American colleagues do not read French. But, as the same seems to be true for
Spanish, German, Italian, Japanese and Russian, they certainly deprive themselves
of the indispensable comparative dimension, and this also raises a more general
and diicult “cultural” problem. “Self-coninement” might be the way empires
collapse. …146
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Because of these divisions, international law scholarship sometimes proceeds in relatively
self-contained silos, as similar patterns of thought are perpetuated within, but not necessarily between, states or linguistic communities.147

143

Panel Session, Comparative Approaches to the heory of International Law, 80 Am. Soc’y Int’l L. Proc. 152,
174 (1986).
144
Emmanuelle Jouannet, French and American Perspectives on International Law: Legal Cultures and International
Law, 58 Me. L. Rev. 291, 324 (2006).
145
Alain Pellet, Correspondence, 82 Am. J. Int’l L. 331 (1988).
146
Id. at 332.
147
Jouannet has noted that “[d]octrine has the tendency to reproduce itself within the same body of references on
each side of the Atlantic and thus continue to perpetuate among the practitioners who read it the same patterns
of thought.” Jouannet, supra note 144, at 324.
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When international law scholars primarily publish in domestic, native-language journals, distinct national communities sometimes emerge that are characterized by their
own hierarchies, preoccupations, and doxa. For instance, Mälksoo has observed that
Russian scholars oten give “special visibility” in their work to other Russian scholars
instead of foreign authors.148 One result is that the Russian international law community contains its own leading authorities on many issues who oten have limited impact
outside Russia. his inwardness contributes to the preoccupation of the Russian international law community with debates that are largely nonissues in other international
law academies, such as whether or not individuals can be subjects of international law.149
According to Mälksoo:
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Schachter’s image of “invisible college” has proven to be a very popular one. However,
based on the Russian self-referential practice (which, however, Russians could
object, is not very diferent from scholarly practices in the ield of international law
in the US), are international lawyers globally really all in the same college or temple?
Perhaps instead there are a number of fragmented colleges, epistemic communities, speaking each a diferent language or at least dialect of the same language, and
thinking they are “predominant” while being relatively ignorant about the others?
Each of such temples seems to have its own leading authorities and hierarchies and a
result is that the way international law is talked about has diferent accents—or even
content—in places like New York and Moscow.150
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Maria Issaeva criticizes the “extremely isolated and self-referential system of the postSoviet international law tradition of teaching,” which manifests itself in a “requirement
to cite the Russian doctrine in every scholarly work presented for defence in Russia.”151
Issaeva observes that the system openly disregards a thorough study of foreign international legal scholarship and international jurisprudence, as evidenced by the lack
of emphasis on these sources in most Russian textbooks and monographs.152 he limited English-language skills of many Russian international law academics relects and
reinforces the lack of interest in illing law libraries with foreign legal literature.153 In
Issaeva’s view,
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[M]uch in the Russian doctrine of international law happens exclusively in the
Russian language. However, … [c]an a person really have a grasp of international
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Lauri Mälksoo, International Legal heory in Russia: A Civilizational Perspective, or: Can Individuals Be Subjects
of International Law?, in The Oxford Handbook on the Theory of International Law 257, 272
(Florian Hofmann & Anne Orford eds., 2016).
149
For further discussion, see Chapter 4.I.C.
150
Mälksoo, supra note 148, at 273.
151
Maria Issaeva, Quarter of a Century on from the Soviet Era: Reflections on Russian
Doctrinal Responses to the Annexation of Crimea (forthcoming 2017).
152
Id.
153
Id.
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law today if s/he does not speak at least English? he libraries of most Russian law
schools do not ofer any of the major international legal databases, supposedly due
to a lack of demand. As a result, both a Russian student in training and a Russian
scholar doing research are limited to referring to Russian sources only. Hence those
sources tend to remain self-referential by virtue of their own isolation and limit[ed]
to Soviet and post-Soviet legal thought.154
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As a result of these divisions, distinct groups of international lawyers may exhibit signiicantly diferent doxa. An example can be found in debates over Crimea’s annexation
by, or reuniication with, Russia.155 In the West, international law scholarship tended to
treat the issue as an unlawful annexation of Crimea by Russia. In Russia, the international
lawyers frequently analyzed the situation as a voluntary and lawful decision by Crimea
to reunite with its mother country, Russia. he striking diferences between debates in
Russia and the West, along with the failure of the two groups to engage in a serious dialogue, led the Heidelberg Journal of International Law to take the unusual step of creating
a symposium bringing together Russian and Western scholars to debate the issues. he
editors stated:

dU
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Tensions between Russia and all Western States have reached a level unknown since
the end of the cold war. Moreover, the assessment of the events from an international
law perspective mirrors the geo-political camps. Hardly any “Western” politician or
scholar deems Russia’s political course justiiable and justiied under the precepts of
international law. Inversely, from what we can perceive from the outside, Russian
politicians and scholars seem conident to be able to properly justify the incorporation of Crimea within the framework of the existing international legal order. he
crisis is matched by the absence of a serious legal dialogue among international legal
scholars of both camps.156
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Yet the diferences between the Russian and Western approaches were so strong, and so
entrenched, that even when these scholars interacted in the same forums, they seemed
unable to bridge the gap.157

154

See Maria Issaeva, Does “Russian International Law” Have an International Academic Future?, EJIL: Talk!, Sept.
21, 2015.
155
For references and further discussion, see Chapter 5.II.A.
156
Marxsen et al., supra note 94, at 3 (emphasis added).
157
Compare Veronica Bilkova, he Use of Force by the Russian Federation in Crimea, 75 ZaöRV 27 (2015); Christian
Marxsen, Territorial Integrity in International Law: Its Concept and Implications for Crimea, id. at 7; Oleksandr
Merezhko, Crimea’s Annexation by Russia: Contradictions of the New Russian Doctrine of International Law,
id. at 167, with Anatoly Kapustin, Crimea’s Self-Determination in the Light of Contemporary International Law,
id. at 101; Alexander Salenko, Legal Aspects of the Dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, id. at 141; Vladislav
Tolstykh, hree Ideas of Self-Determination in International Law and the Reuniication of Crimea with Russia,
id. at 119. See also Issaeva, supra note 154 (“a common trend discernible at various legal conferences was the
complete breakdown in efective communication between speakers from Russian universities and those from
other localities.”).
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Similar critiques about self-contained and self-referential debates have been leveled at
US international law scholarship, including by Mälksoo and Pellet above. For instance,
UK-based international lawyer Guglielmo Verdirame explained that the paucity of
canonical references in US international law scholarship, together with the profusion of
references to contemporary American scholarship, fuels the European perception that
these contributions are part of an “inward-looking and largely self-referential debate,”
which he viewed as a shortcoming for any intellectual exchange, but speciically for one
on international law.158 hese self-contained and self-referential debates may result in distinct understandings of “international law.” hus, US-based Naz Modirzadeh described
the legal debates in the United States following the attacks of September 11, 2011, as “folk
international law,” which she deined as “a law-like discourse that relies on a confusing
and sot admixture of [international humanitarian law], jus ad bellum, and [international
human rights law] to frame operations that do not, ultimately, seem bound by international law—at least not by any conception of international law recognizable to international lawyers, especially those outside of the U.S.”159
hird, even when writing in the same language, academics may target diferent national
or transnational audiences, depending on their publication placements. Consider, for
instance, the decision of a US scholar to publish in a domestic generalist US journal versus the decision of a UK scholar to publish in a transnational specialist international law
journal. US international law articles that are pitched to a generalist US audience oten
include detailed background, whereas peer review pieces that are pitched to specialist
international lawyers assume they have the relevant background knowledge. US pieces
oten give the impression that they are trying to justify the ield’s existence or importance
to a skeptical generalist crowd, whereas peer review pieces can give the impression of
preaching to the international law choir.160 Student-run law reviews habitually encourage
bold and hyperbolic claims; peer review journals tend to penalize over-claiming. hese
diferences accumulate to produce distinct styles of scholarship.
But the diferences can be substantive as well as stylistic. To be attractive to a generalist
US audience, American international law scholarship oten takes one of two turns. he irst
is an American substantive turn, which usually means focusing on foreign relations law or
national security law rather than international law. In US journals, top billing frequently
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Guglielmo Verdirame, “he Divided West”: International Lawyers in Europe and America, 18 Eur. J. Int’l L.
553, 563 (2007).
159
Naz K. Modirzadeh, Folk International Law: 9/11 Lawyering and the Transformation of the Law of Armed
Conlict to Human Rights Policy and Human Rights Law to War Governance, 5 Harv. Nat’l Security J. 225,
226, 229 (2014). I have made a similar point about much Alien Tort Statute case law and scholarship, which oten
looks international to US domestic lawyers and American to non-US international lawyers. See Anthea Roberts,
Comparative International Law? he Role of National Courts in International Law, 60 Int’l & Comp. L.Q. 57,
77 (2011).
160
Cf. Verdirame, supra note 158, at 554 (comparing Anne-Marie Slaughter’s New World Order and Philippe Sands’s
Lawless World: “Slaughter assumes, probably correctly, that most of her American readers will be international
law sceptics; Sands, in contrast, addresses a public and an intellectual community generally well-disposed
towards international law, and open to the possibility of forms of legal and political organization above the
nation-state.”).
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goes to international law pieces that concern how international law is incorporated into
US law, the role of customary international law in US courts, international law and the US
Constitution, the treaty power, the president’s ability to wage war, or any topic related to
the US use of force or threats to national security (particularly since 9/11). his proclivity
creates a distinct scholarly incentive to nationalize, which is reinforced by the tendency to
present drat papers in general faculty workshops. he second is to take an American methodological turn by employing techniques that are commonly used elsewhere in the US legal
academy, such as economic analysis or empirical approaches, which may be appreciated by
American colleagues who have little or no understanding of international law.
Both turns may limit the transnational audience of US international law scholars. For
instance, US international law academic Detlev Vagts argued that the foreign relations
turn “distinguishe[d] American scholarship and teaching on international law” but was
“by and large of no interest to foreign scholars,” had produced “no country to country
dialogue,” and disabled many US scholars from “participating in an international dialogue.”161 his deiciency may change with the emergence of new projects on comparative foreign relations law,162 but foreign relations law is quite nationalized by its nature.
National security law scholarship may be of interest to foreign scholars, particularly when
it concerns US uses of force, but its frequent focus on protecting American interests may
be jarring to foreign readers, while the assumptions and understandings of the law on
which it is based will oten strike non-US readers as peculiarly American. As for interdisciplinary scholarship, it is likely to be of interest to international law scholars in other
states who are open to such approaches, and such scholarship is increasingly prevalent in
transnational international law journals. But in legal academies that remain more doctrinally oriented, which is characteristic of many European academies, for instance, many
of their scholars would not consider such pieces to be legal scholarship and would sometimes treat them as antithetical to legal scholarship.
Scholarly incentives to nationalize are not limited to the US academy. Germany
serves as another example. As Swiss-based German international law academic Nico
Krisch has explained, “academic careers in Germany are built on the back of achievements in national public law, not international law.”163 Because of the way German law
faculties are structured, international law academics typically must also cover domestic
constitutional or administrative law and European Union law.164 Moreover, the ability
to teach one or more of these other subjects is generally required of candidates for the
main professorial chairs in international law since they are almost always joint positions
in international and public law.165 Not only are doctoral degrees and the postdoctoral
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Detlev F. Vagts, American International Law: A Sonderweg?, in Weltinnenrecht: Liber Amicorum
Jost Delbrück 835, 839, 841, 847 (Klaus Dicke et al. eds., 2005).
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For developments, see Chapter 5.I.B.
163
Nico Krisch, he Many Fields of International Law: A Conceptual Framework with a Case Study of German
International Law, in Comparative International Law (Anthea Roberts et al. eds., forthcoming 2017).
164
See also Peters, supra note 93, at 771.
165
One exception was a chair dedicated solely to (European and) international law in Munich, which was held by
Austrian-trained international lawyer Bruno Simma, a dual Austrian/German national, but it was converted
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habilitation ordinarily required to be from a German university, but also custom makes
it virtually compulsory for only one to be in international law and the other to be in a
domestic public law subject, like constitutional law, though oten with a comparative or
European focus.
One result of this structural orientation toward the domestic public law ield is that
German international lawyers tend not to be highly visible in English-speaking international law journals, such as the American Journal of International Law and European
Journal of International Law. According to Krisch’s study of articles over twenty pages
long that were published between 2004 and 2013, only one article out of 111 in the
American Journal of International Law had been written by a scholar based in Germany.
In the European Journal of International Law, scholars from the United Kingdom had
published more than three times the number of articles than German scholars. In the
International and Comparative Law Quarterly, German pieces were outnumbered by
those from scholars working in the Netherlands, despite Germany having a population
between four and ive times higher than the Netherlands. Krisch’s results are reproduced
below in Table 5.
his public law orientation also has a substantive impact on the German international
law scholarship that reaches an international audience. For instance, a pronounced number of the scholars who argue in favor of the constitutionalization of international law
were trained in or worked in the German legal academy. hese include Mattias Kumm,
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Table 5
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Publications in Select International Law Journals from 2004–2013 by Scholars
from Certain Countries
Germany United Kingdom Netherlands Total Articles
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American Journal of
International Law
European Journal of
International Law
Leiden Journal of
International Law
International &
Comparative Law
Quarterly
Totals

1
0.9%
19
7.0%
18.83
8.4%
6
2.6%

8
7.2%
65.5
24.1%
42.5
19.1%
129.25
56.2%

2
1.8%
11.5
4.2%
55.9
25.1%
8.75
3.8%

44.83
5.4%

245.25
29.3%

78.15
9.3%

111
272
223
230

836

Source: Nico Krisch, he Many Fields of International Law: A Conceptual Framework with a Case Study of German
International Law, in Comparative International Law (Anthea Roberts et al. eds., forthcoming 2017).

back into the typical “mixed” public law/international law chair ater his departure in 2003. See also Krisch, supra
note 163.
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See Andreas Paulus, Die internationale Gemeinschaft im Völkerrecht (2001); Alfred
Verdross, Die Verfassung der Völkerrechtsgemeinschaft (1926); Mattias Kumm, he
Legitimacy of International Law: A Constitutionalist Framework of Analysis, 15 Eur. J. Int’l L. 907 (2004);
Bruno Simma, From Bilateralism to Community Interest in International Law, 250 Recueil des cours
217 (1994); Bruno Simma & Andreas L. Paulus, he “International Community”: Facing the Challenge of
Globalization, 9 Eur. J. Int’l L. 266 (1998); Christian Tomuschat, International Law: Ensuring the Survival
of Mankind on the Eve of a New Century, 281 Recueil des cours 9 (1999); Christian Tomuschat, Die internationale Gemeinschat, 33 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1 (1995); Mattias Kumm, he Cosmopolitan Turn
in Constitutionalism: On the Relationship between Constitutionalism in and beyond the State, in Ruling the
World? Constitutionalism, International Law, and Global Governance 258 ( Jefrey L. Dunof
& Joel P. Trachtman eds., 2009); Andreas Paulus, he International Legal System as a Constitution, in Ruling
the World? Constitutionalism, International Law, and Global Governance 69 ( Jefrey L.
Dunof & Joel P. Trachtman eds., 2009); Anne Peters, Are We Moving Towards Constitutionalization of the
World Community?, in Realizing Utopia—The Future of International Law 118 (Antonio Cassese
ed., 2012). he “German” character of the debate can also be seen in the prominent position of constitutionalism in ten presentations in a lecture series hosted by the Max Planck Institute, he Future of International
Law Scholarship in Germany. See Vorlesungsreihe, Die Zukunt des Völkerrechtswissenschat in Deutschland, 67
ZaöRV 585 (2007).
Jan Klabbers, Ulla Hingst, Auswirkungen der Globalisierung auf das Recht der völkerrechtlichen Verträge, 16
Leiden J. Int’l L. 201, 202–03 (2003) (book review).
Andreas L. Paulus, Zur Zukunt der Völkerrechtswissenschat in Deutschland: Zwischen Konstitutionalisierung
und Fragmentierung des Völkerrehcts [On the Future of International Law in Germany], 67 ZaöRV 695, 701
(2007).
Armin von Bogdandy, National Legal Scholarship in the European Legal Area—A Manifesto, 10 Int’l J. Const.
L. 614, 620 (2012).
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Andreas Paulus, Anne Peters, Bruno Simma, Christian Tomuschat, and Alfred Verdroß.166
According to Jan Klabbers, there is not a country in the world where the UN Charter is
so steadfastly and seriously regarded as a constitution for the international community
as Germany.167 he constitutionalization thesis by German international legal academics
is a way of translating the experiences of Germany with its own constitution and with
European law to the sphere of international law.168
Although scholarly incentives encourage many US and German international lawyers to nationalize, the opposite occurs in countries that privilege publishing in international peer-reviewed journals. In the United Kingdom, the main criterion for hiring and
promotion is publication in the top peer-reviewed journals in the ield. hese could be
national (like the International and Comparative Law Quarterly and the British Year Book
of International Law) or foreign or transnational (like the Leiden Journal of International
Law and the Journal of International Dispute Settlement). Because no signiicant premium is placed on publishing in national generalist journals, the incentive to nationalize
by, say, taking a UK foreign-relations-law turn or trying to win over a UK generalist audience, does not appear in the same way.
Whereas the UK academy puts no particular premium on scholarship that is nationalized, others, like the Australian and Dutch academies, seem actively to encourage
denationalization by emphasizing publication in foreign and transnational journals.169
A powerful qualiication for hiring and promotions in these states is an international
reputation, which is easier to acquire for scholars of international law or some international or comparative aspect of domestic law. he incentives thus created for Australian
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and Dutch academics to lean toward international and comparative law, and to publish
outside their jurisdiction, in turn create incentives to denationalize.170
Nationalizing and denationalizing inluences can also be subtle. US scholars frequently send their articles to twenty, thirty, or more US student-edited law reviews, but
no foreign journals. In such cases, it is hard to guard against subconscious US biases and
assumptions because all of the journals have one thing in common: they are American
and the editorial teams are overwhelmingly American. Using US examples or assessing
developments from a US perspective is likely to seem natural and in no need of justiication, even when the subject matter is international law. Moreover, using these examples
or adopting this perspective will probably enhance the chances for the submission to
be accepted. he main exception to this is that many US scholars also submit to the
American Journal of International Law, which evidences a mixed US and non-US editorial board, but it is the exception not the rule.
Compare this nationalizing approach to the process faced by academics trying to publish in international peer-reviewed journals. hey might want to publish in the American
Journal of International Law, or failing that, the European Journal of International Law,
or failing that, Leiden Journal of International Law or the Asian Journal of International
Law. In many cases, the editorial boards of these journals are made up of scholars located
in many states, so that the peer review comments may challenge national biases and
assumptions. Even absent this eventuality, the possibility that authors will have to send
their articles to editorial boards in diferent states has a denationalizing efect because
they cannot want to retailor their work each time it is submitted to a journal in a diferent country.
Transnational international law journals tend implicitly to encourage their authors to
approach international law questions from the perspective of the “international community.” But just as US journals may not problematize the American vantage point from
which many of their articles are written, so transnational international law journals oten
fail to problematize their standpoint. Who constitutes the international community?
Does it even exist? Is it a camoulaged way of referring to the interests of Western states?
Is it a disguised way of referring to the interests of international lawyers themselves? Even
if the international community exists, how can international lawyers know what its needs
are? How can they be sure that they are working toward what is best for the international
community, rather than what is best for the international law, cosmopolitan elite?
hose who write for a peer review audience of international lawyers tend to take for
granted that “international law is good” and “more international law is better,” and not to
problematize the propensity of this audience to have a prointernational law bias, which
may not be representative of the wider population. Jan Klabbers has characterized this
mindset as the view that “everything international is wonderful precisely because it is

170

Similar dynamics occur in other legal academies, such as China’s (which rewards publishing in English-language
legal journals that are part of the Social Sciences Citation Index) and Israel’s (which privileges publishing in the
US market, encouraging Israeli scholars to produce a disproportionate amount of international law and law and
economics scholarship).
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international,”171 and Michael Waibel has explained that “[t]he prevalent view among international lawyers is that international law is a force for good, designed to keep arbitrariness
by national governments in check, to moderate power struggles in international afairs, and
to provide public goods. In this frame of mind, the more international law, the better.”172
hese tendencies lead some US international law academics, such as Kenneth
Anderson, to caution that “‘international law’ in the hands of its experts and enthusiasts
tends to march itself of a clif, attuned only to its own song; it becomes ever more internally ‘pure’ but ever more disconnected from the world of international politics where,
ultimately, it must live.”173 Having to pass through peer review may also make it harder for
views that are critical of international law—or views that are critical in certain ways—to
be published. For instance, some US scholars complained that critiques from international law’s let, such as those by feminists or members of the hird World, oten seemed
to gain more acceptance within international law journals than critiques from the right,
such as those by conservative new-sovereigntist Americans.
Fourth, because many of the transnational international law journals are published in
English and by major Western publishing houses, certain communities of scholars, most
notably Western, English-speaking, and oten common law scholars, may play a disproportionate role in deining what counts as the “international” scholarly approach.
he editorial boards of many of the subject-speciic transnational international law journals are dominated by Western international law academics. he editors in chief of the
Journal of International Economic Law are located in the United States and Switzerland,
and the editorial board comprises the following number of scholars and practitioners based
in the following countries: the United States (18), the United Kingdom (5), Switzerland
(5), Canada (3), Australia (2), Austria (2), Belgium (2), Japan (2), Germany (1), Korea (1),
Mexico (1), the Netherlands (1), and Singapore (1).174 Similarly, for the board of editors
of the Journal of International Criminal Justice, the countries and igures are the United
Kingdom (2), Switzerland (2), Italy (2), Germany (2), the Netherlands (2), the United States
(1), Canada (1), and China (1).175 And the editor in chief of the Journal of International
Dispute Settlement is located in the United Kingdom; the countries and igures for the general editors and editorial board are the United Kingdom (9), Canada (3), Switzerland (3),
the United States (3), Australia (2), Israel (2), France (1), and Singapore (1).176
No Russian scholars sit on these editorial boards. One Chinese scholar appears on the
lists, and they contain no scholars based in Africa or South America and just a handful
from Asia. he Western dominance on these editorial boards will in all likelihood result
171

Jan Klabbers, he Life and Times of the Law of International Organizations, 70 Nord. J. Int’l L. 287, 288 (2001).
Michael Waibel, Demystifying the Art of Interpretation, 22 Eur. J. Int’l L. 571, 573 (2011).
173
See Kenneth Anderson, Commentary, Michael Glennon on the “Incompleteness” of International Law
Governing the Use of Force, Lawfare, May 13, 2013, https://www.lawfareblog.com/readings-michael-glennonincompleteness-international-law-governing-use-force.
174
Editorial Board, Int’l J. Econ. L., http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/jielaw/editorial_board.html
(last visited Apr. 28, 2016).
175
Editorial Board, J. Int’l Crim. Just., http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/jielaw/editorial_board.html
(last visited Apr. 28, 2016).
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in the normalization of certain Western perspectives. Comparable Western dominance does not characterize the editorial boards of many of the regional international
law journals, such as the Asian Journal of International Law177 and the Arican Journal
of International Law.178 Both of these journals, however, are put out by UK publishers
(Cambridge University Press and Edinburgh University Press, respectively) and at least
the latter features a high proportion of UK-based academics on the editorial board.
Within the Western grouping, French scholars were not well represented on these
transnational journals. he boards featured above include quite a few scholars from
French-speaking states, like Switzerland and Belgium, yet only one from France.
Whether French scholars are not invited to join these transnational editorial boards,
or whether they decline such invitations, is not clear. One possibility is that a parallel
world exists of French-language transnational journals whose editorial boards are made
up of Francophone scholars from a diverse array of states. Yet, on the basis of discussions
with French academics, I was unable to uncover French-language equivalents of these
transnational journals, which suggests that even if there are some, they are certainly not
the norm. To the extent that these observations hold true over time, English-speaking,
Western scholars can be expected to igure disproportionately in deining what counts as
“international” scholarship in these transnational forums, which may have the efect of
normalizing certain Western, common law approaches to international law.
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International law academics oten engage in the practice of international law as advisers to governments, counsel in disputes, judges and arbitrators, and members of bodies
charged with developing and codifying international law, such as the International Law
Commission. hrough these experiences, their academic perspectives are likely to inluence real world developments and vice versa. Indeed, central to Schachter’s description
of the invisible college of international lawyers were the signiicant connections between
academia and practice and the two-way process of exchange that they enabled.179
Nevertheless, links to practice vary considerably among international law academies.
In the United States, for instance, it is common for international law academics to have
worked full-time for the US government and/or completed clerkships in domestic courts.
hese sorts of experiences are far less common in the UK and French legal academies,
but numerous scholars from these states participate in international dispute resolution as
both counsel and arbitrators. By contrast, neither Chinese nor Russian international law
academics are well represented in international dispute resolution, and their respective
connections to their own governments difer and have changed over time.
177

See Asian Journal of International Law, Cambridge Univ., http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayMore
Info?jid=AJL&type=eb&sessionId=6726396C688A7F8CBC54606034AEB7AC.journals (last visited Apr.
28, 2016).
178
See Editorial Board, African J. Int’l & Comp. L., http://www.euppublishing.com/loi/ajicl (last visited Apr.
28, 2016).
179
See Schachter, supra note 1, at 217.
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Diverse incentives and opportunities explain many of these patterns. States attach
varying amounts of symbolic capital to diferent kinds of professional experiences. Some
states value prospective academics that have completed PhDs in law or another ield,
whereas others value professional experiences, though they may prize speciic experiences,
such as judicial clerkships, or working for a law irm, a government, and international
organizations. Once a scholar has entered the academy, states also difer over permissible
professional experiences (for example, US law schools usually permit academics to take
a two-year leave of absence to work in government) and opportunities likely to arise in
professional networks (for example, senior UK academics may extend ofers to junior
colleagues to work together as counsel on an international dispute).
he dynamics that determine which professional experiences are possible and valued
prior to entering the academy and aterward are typically set by larger forces within a state
without regard to their impact on the international law ield. Yet these diferences can
produce marked efects on the incoming inluences on, and outgoing spheres of inluence
of, international law academics in diferent states in ways that oten relect and reinforce
certain nationalizing, denationalizing, and westernizing inluences.
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As there is no easy way to track connections between academia and practice, I adopted
a threefold approach. First, I looked for evidence of professional experience listed on
a scholar’s academic or professional web page or curriculum vitae. In some states, like
the United States, academics ordinarily provide considerable detail on their professional
experience on their university proile pages. In other states, like the United Kingdom, the
web pages of some scholars include their professional experience, while others provide
that information on web pages of the law irms or barristers’ chambers to which they are
associated.
Second, I was able to work backward to some extent by looking at the prevalence of
academics from diferent states within discrete areas of legal practice. hus, academics
who have served as counsel before the International Court of Justice (ICJ) can be identiied by searching ICJ pleadings, for example. his approach can yield some information
about which academies are active in certain types of legal practice, but it cannot prove
how widespread that practice is within those academies.
Finally, I engaged in discussions with international law academics from the states studied to understand what forms of practice were common in those states and whether any
recent shits were occurring that might not be obvious from examining publicly available
sources. I sought evidence of a variety of professional experiences, including full-time
employment for a government (for example, for a state’s foreign ministry), an international organization, a domestic court, and an international court or tribunal. I also
looked for professional experiences that might be part-time, like appearing as an advocate
in international law disputes before domestic or international courts and tribunals, serving as an arbitrator, and representing a state as a member of a diplomatic mission. Because
these professional experiences might not be public in some cases, the information given
here is inevitably incomplete.
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B. Explaining Different Connections Between Academia
and Practice
In most of the academies studied, the percentage of international law scholars who had
engaged in a particular form of practice was low. Instead of attempting to capture all of
these nuances, this section concentrates on some of the broader trends about professional
experiences that seemed widespread or highly valued in the academies studied.
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he two most striking connections to practice within the US legal academy were the
completion by many international law scholars of clerkships on US federal courts and/or
full-time employment by the US government, oten for the Department of State.
Clerking for a judge on a domestic court ater graduation from law school is a timehonored US tradition and, depending on the reputation of the judge or the level of the
court, one that afords signiicant symbolic capital. Graduating law students compete over
clerkships with well-known judges or on well-respected courts, like the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia or the Second and Ninth Circuits. Supreme Court clerkships are the most prized and applicants will have completed another domestic clerkship
before a Supreme Court one. As a result, many US law academics at elite schools have
two domestic clerkships under their belts, oten one for a judge on a federal appellate
court and another at the Supreme Court.
More than 40 percent of US international law academics in the study had worked
for one or two domestic judges and more than 90 percent of these clerkships were on
domestic US courts. It was unusual to ind US international law academics with experience clerking on foreign courts or international tribunals. Such options are relatively new
and are not widespread. Some US international lawyers had this experience a generation
ago at the Iran–United States Claims Tribunal. For the most part, however, clerking at
an international court became a possibility only ater the proliferation of international
tribunals in the late 1990s.
Some elite US law schools ofer paid clerkships for students to work for a year at courts
like the ICJ.180 Few academics in the study had this experience, which may partly relect
the recent vintage of this opportunity and the paucity of available spots, as well as the
diminished value of this experience in the US academy as compared with many domestic
clerkships. US academics conirmed that, even for individuals aspiring to be international
law scholars, a US Supreme Court clerkship would be far more valuable in securing an
entry-level job than an ICJ clerkship. Domestic clerkships, like domestic law reviews, are
a form of symbolic capital that generalist US faculties typically understand better and
esteem more than international and foreign equivalents.
180

See, e.g., International Internship and Clerkship Opportunities, Colum. L. Sch., http://web.law.columbia.edu/
international-programs/ internships- and- clerkships/ international-internship- and- clerkship- opportunities;
International Clerkships, N.Y.U. L. Sch., http://www.law.nyu.edu/global/globalopportunities/icjclerkshipprog; International Fellowships, Yale L. Sch., https://www.law.yale.edu/studying-law-yale/areas-interest/
international-law/international-fellowships (all last visited Oct. 17, 2016).
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Almost half of the US international law academics in the study had worked full-time
for a government, which was almost always the US government. In many cases, the person had this experience before becoming an academic. But some had engaged in government work during their academic careers, as US law professors generally may take a leave
of absence for up to two years without losing their tenure. he movement of academics
into and out of government is also facilitated by the changeover in government positions,
notably at the higher levels, when a new US administration takes oice.
he connection between the Oice of the Legal Adviser (“L”) at the US Department
of State and the US international law academy was particularly strong. Michael Scharf
and Paul Williams noted that L serves as a “training ground” for future professors of
public international law and that L alumni, including the legal advisers, have authored
more than one thousand articles and books.181 Harold Koh, a former legal adviser who
had also been a professor and dean at Yale Law School, described one of the faces of L
as “Scholarly L” since many alumni have gone on to become international law professors
and scholars.182
he list of US international law academics who were teaching at the time of writing and
had previously worked for L includes José Alvarez, Richard Bilder, Andrea Bjorklund,
Daniel Bodansky, Jacob Katz Cogan, Lori Fisler Damrosch, Kristina Daugirdas,
Ashley Deeks, Mark Feldman, David Gantz, Monica Hakimi, Duncan Hollis, Michael
Matheson, Timothy Meyer, Saira Mohamed, Sean Murphy, Bernard Oxman, Steven
Ratner, Sabrina Safrin, Michael Scharf, Peter Spiro, Kenneth Vandevelde, and Allen
Weiner. Many other State Department lawyers held at the time, or have gone on to hold,
positions as adjunct or visiting lecturers or professors, including Michael Matheson and
David Stewart.183
Another position in L is called counselor of international law, who is usually a midlevel or senior international lawyer drawn from the academy to spend one to two years
working for the department. Past counselors from academia include Louis Sohn, Richard
Baxter, John Norton Moore, Stephen Schwebel, Gordon Baldwin, Detlev Vagts, Stefan
Riesenfeld, Fred Morrison, Harold Maier, Stephen McCafrey, Malvina Halberstam,
Robert Dalton, Philip C. Bobbitt, heodor Meron, Curtis Bradley, Edward Swaine, Paul
Stephan, John Harrison, Sarah Cleveland, and William Dodge.184 Indeed, six of the eight
academics who serve as reporters for the Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations
Law of the United States previously worked for the US State Department, as did many of
the project’s counselors and advisers.185

181

Michael P. Scharf & Paul R. Williams, Shaping Foreign Policy in Times of Crisis: The Role of
International Law and The State Department Legal Adviser 18 (2010).
182
Harold Hongju Koh, he State Department Legal Adviser’s Oice: Eight Decades in Peace and War, 100 Geo. L.J.
1747, 1749, 1753 (2012).
183
Id. at 1776–78, app. 2.
184
Id. at 1780–81, app. 4.
185
hese are Curtis Bradley, Sarah Cleveland, William Dodge, Paul Stephan, David Stewart, and Edward Swaine. See
Restatement of the Law Fourth, he Foreign Relations Law of the United States: Participants, Am. L. Inst., https://
www.ali.org/projects/show/foreign-relations-law-united-states/#_participants (last visited Oct. 27, 2016).
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Other prominent international law academics have held posts elsewhere in the US
government. Examples include Jack Goldsmith (Harvard), who served as assistant attorney general in the Oice of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice and special
counsel to the Department of Defense;186 Oona Hathaway (Yale), who served as special counsel to the General Counsel for National Security Law at the Department of
Defense;187 Anne-Marie Slaughter (Princeton), who served as director of policy planning
for the Department of State;188 and Matthew Waxman (Columbia), who served at the
National Security Council, the Department of Defense, and the Department of State.189
Another connection between government service and the international law academy was the movement of former military, naval, air force, and coast guard oicers into
international law teaching, although lawyers with this background were not represented
in the full-time faculty of the elite schools studied here.190 In a handful of cases, a USbased international law academic had previously worked for a foreign government,
such as Gabriella Blum (Harvard), who formerly served as a senior legal adviser in the
International Law Department of the Military Advocate General’s Corps in the Israel
Defense Forces and a strategy adviser to the Israeli National Security Council.191 But she
was very much the exception, not the rule.
A fair number of the US international law academics had worked for American law
irms, though there were apparently fewer such hires recently, as many of them held PhDs
in other disciplines instead of experience in practice. Some of the US international law academics had engaged in dispute resolution in the form of signing or authoring amicus curiae briefs on international law issues in cases before domestic courts, like the US Supreme
Court. Examples include Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, Kiobel v. Royal
Dutch Petroleum, and Bond v. United States.192 It was less common for them to appear as
counsel for the litigants, though some had done so. A small number had extensive experience in international dispute resolution, such as Michael Reisman at Yale, who has been
counsel, expert, and arbitrator in many international disputes,193 but he was atypical.
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See Jack Goldsmith, Harv. L. Sch., http://hls.harvard.edu/faculty/directory/10320/Goldsmith (last visited Oct.
27, 2016).
187
See Oona Hathaway, Yale L. Sch., https://www.law.yale.edu/oona-hathaway (last visited Oct. 27, 2016).
188
See Anne Marie-Slaughter, Princeton Univ., http://scholar.princeton.edu/slaughter/home (last visited Oct.
27, 2016).
189
See Matthew Waxman, Colum. L. Sch., http://web.law.columbia.edu/faculty/matthew-waxman (last visited
Oct. 27, 2016).
190
Examples include Craig Allen (University of Washington), Geofrey Corn (South Texas College of Law
Houston), Chris Jenks (SMU Dedman School of Law), John Dehn (Loyola University Chicago), Eric Jensen
(Brigham Young University), James Kraska (US Naval War College), Raul Pedrozo (previously at the Naval War
College), Michael Schmitt (US Naval War College), Rachel VanLandingham (Southwestern Law School), Sean
Watts (Creighton University), and homas Wingield (National Defense University). See also Chapter 6.II.C.
191
See Gabriella Blum, Harv. L. Sch., http://hls.harvard.edu/faculty/directory/10089/Blum/ (last visited Oct.
27, 2016).
192
Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 569 U.S. 12 (2013); Bond v. United States, 564 U.S. 211 (2011); Hamdan
v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557 (2006); Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692 (2004).
193
See W. Michael Reisman, Yale L. Sch., https://www.law.yale.edu/w-michael-reisman (last visited Oct. 27, 2016).
Reisman’s proile is closer to that of the older generation of US international lawyers, who have since passed or
retired, than the younger generation of US international lawyers. See Chapter 2.V.C.
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By contrast with the United States, academics in the UK and French legal academies
rarely had signiicant experience clerking for domestic courts or working full-time for
their own government. But an appreciable number of UK and French legal academics
engaged in international dispute resolution practice.
In the United Kingdom, domestic clerkships are a relatively recent development and
are not common. As a rule, elite UK universities do not have the resources to fund international clerkships for their students. Only around one in ten of the UK international
law academics had worked full-time for a government, and many of them had worked for
a government other than the UK government. Legal academics do not normally move
into and out of the UK government, unlike the situation in the United States, whether in
international law or otherwise. In addition, many UK international law academics came
from outside the United Kingdom, so they may not have met the nationality requirements to join the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Oice.
In France, domestic clerkships seem not to be an option and certainly were not a common credential for those wishing to join the academy. Few of the international law academics in France had experience working full-time for government, French or otherwise.
Although French academics are usually civil servants in the sense that most of them work
for state-run universities, the path to becoming an international law academic is typically wholly separate from the path to becoming a government lawyer for the Ministry of
Foreign Afairs. here appears to be no revolving door between the two, although some
academics apparently work informally or on a contract basis for the French government
through consultancies or as advisers on speciic projects or as advocates in individual cases.
What was common, however, was to ind UK and French international law academics working in international dispute resolution. his sort of work also appeared to be
prized in these academies, as many scholars aspired to undertake such work in the future
even if they had not yet done so. In the United Kingdom, a signiicant number of the
international law academics had joined chambers. For instance, Essex Court, 20 Essex
Street, and Matrix Chambers list the following barristers and arbitrators as holding current or former UK academic positions: Daniel Bethlehem (ex- Cambridge), Alan Boyle
(ex-Edinburgh), David Caron (King’s College London), Christine Chinkin (London
School of Economics), Zac Douglas (Geneva, ex- Cambridge and ex-University College
London), Martin Hunter (ex-Nottingham), Vaughan Lowe (ex-Oxford), Philippe Sands
(University College London), Dan Sarooshi (Oxford), Malcolm Shaw (Leicester/
Cambridge), Stefan Talmon (Bonn, ex-Oxford), Guglielmo Verdirame (King’s College
London), and Philippa Webb (King’s College London).194
In terms of the proile of this work, academics from both states were active in international dispute resolution by, for instance, appearing as counsel before the ICJ or as counsel or arbitrator in state-to-state or investor-state arbitrations. In the United Kingdom,
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See Essex Ct. Chambers, https://essexcourt.com/; 20 Essex Street Chambers, http://www.20essexst.com/;
Matrix Chambers, https://www.matrixlaw.co.uk/ (last visited Oct. 27, 2016).
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law professors also appeared as counsel for parties and amici in international law cases
before domestic UK courts. For instance, in the case Regina v. Bartle and Commissioner
of Police ex parte Pinochet, Brownlie appeared for Amnesty International and Christopher
Greenwood appeared for the UK government.195 In Al-Jedda v. United Kingdom,
Greenwood appeared for the United Kingdom, Vaughan Lowe appeared for Al-Jedda,
and James Crawford appeared for Liberty and JUSTICE.196 Similar work by French
international law academics before domestic French courts appeared to be less common.
UK and French international lawyers play a disproportionate role in some areas of
legal practice, such as counsel in ICJ cases.197 I coded all of the professors who appeared
as counsel in contentious cases and advisory opinions before the Court that had been
iled between 1994 and 2013. he Court hears cases involving a wide range of states,
but the professors who oten represent them were far less diverse. he dominant academies were all in Western states, with the UK and French being the clear leaders. Of
the representations by professors, 22 percent came from the UK academy and 22 percent
from the French academy, followed by Switzerland (7 percent), Belgium (7 percent), the
United States (6 percent), Germany (6 percent), Italy (4 percent), and Spain (3 percent).
Figure 8 shows all of the states from which professors had represented litigants in ten or
more cases.
his inding largely conirms the results of two other studies completed on representations before the ICJ. he irst, by Kurt Gaubatz and Matthew MacArthur, covered
all representations before the ICJ between 1948 and 1998.198 his study gathered data
on forty-seven contentious cases, involving ity states and 593 legal team members. he
authors found that the community of litigators who practice before the International
Court of Justice come from a very small set of Western states, leading them to conclude
that international law is not as international as its name implies.199
he authors used OECD status as a proxy for whether states were Western or not.
Western states tended to have a larger proportion of national representatives (that is, representatives from that state), whereas non-Western states tended to have a smaller proportion of national representatives. Of the ity legal teams representing OECD states,
forty-six were made up of more than 60 percent nationals. By contrast, of the forty-seven
legal teams representing non-OECD states, only eighteen were made up of more than
60 percent of their nationals.200 Of the 148 lawyers who served on foreign legal teams, only
4 percent were from non-OECD states.201 Of all of these non-nationals, 77 percent came
from just ive states: France, the United States, the United Kingdom, Belgium, and Italy.202
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R. v. Bow St. Metro. Stipendiary Magistrate and Others, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No. 3) [2000] 1 AC 147.
R. (on the application of Al-Jedda) (FC) v. Sec’y of State for Def. [2007] UKHL 58.
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Alain Pellet, he Role of the International Lawyer in International Litigation, in The International Lawyer
as Practitioner 147, 148 (Chanaka Wickremasinghe ed., 2000).
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Kurt Gaubatz & Matthew MacArthur, How International Is “International” Law?, 22 Mich. J. Int’l L. 239
(2001).
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hese diferences were magniied when speaking times were considered. Non- OECD
states that hired foreign lawyers gave them a disproportionate share of the oral advocacy time. For example, Gilbert Gidel, Peru’s French lawyer in the Haya de la Torre case,
accounted for 79 percent of his team’s oral argument. In the Asylum case, Peru’s French
lawyer Georges Scelle delivered 79 percent of his team’s oral argument. In the Northern
Cameroons case, 90 percent of Cameroon’s oral argument was made by French international lawyer Prosper Weil. Earlier, Belgian international lawyer Henri Rolin made
87 percent of Iran’s oral argument in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case.203 he Western preponderance of representation before the ICJ is thus more pronounced than is demonstrated by a simple counting of nationality.
he second study was completed by Shashank Kumar and Cecily Rose and focused
on representations before the International Court of Justice from 1999 to 2012.204 hey
found that the counsel before the Court during oral proceedings were overwhelmingly

203
204

Id. at 256.
Shashank P. Kumar & Cecily Rose, A Study of Lawyers Appearing Before the International Court of Justice, 1999–
2012, 25 Eur. J. Int’l L. 893 (2014).
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men from developed countries who were usually professors of public international law.
Of the 205 lawyers who took part in these cases, 63 had appeared two or more times,
and they accounted for 74 percent of the total speaking time during oral arguments. he
authors referred to these lawyers as the “ICJ Bar.”205 UK- and French-based academics
dominated the ICJ Bar.
Of all of the lawyers who appeared, 72 percent were nationals of OECD states and
28 percent were nationals of non-OECD states.206 he disparity was more extreme in the
ICJ Bar: 85 percent were nationals of OECD states and 15 percent were nationals of nonOECD states.207 Strong diferences also applied to speaking times. For legal teams from
OECD states, 57 percent of the oral arguments were presented by nationals of the states
concerned, whereas 43 percent were presented by non-nationals, 97 percent of whom
came from other OECD states. For legal teams from non-OECD states, 15 percent of the
speaking time was conducted by nationals and 85 percent by non-nationals, 97 percent of
whom again came from OECD states.208
Although my study was limited to professors who appeared before the ICJ, Kumar and
Rose studied all the advocates before the Court. his distinction led to some diferences
in results. For instance, Kumar and Rose found that the most commonly represented
nationalities were US, French, and British. he inclusion of US lawyers in this list relects
the relatively high number of US government lawyers and US lawyers in private practice
who participate in ICJ litigation,209 even though far fewer US academics do so. One reason is that the State Department generally does not employ US academics to represent it
before the International Court of Justice.
hat UK- and French-based international law academics appear so frequently before
the Court does not mean that these experiences are shared equally within these academies. Pellet has noted that a “quasi-monopoly” of around a dozen professors makes
up the “invisible Bar” in he Hague and that they appear repeatedly before the Court
regardless of the states in the case.210 If the ICJ Bar were deined to include only lawyers
who had appeared in four or more cases, it would comprise only 17 lawyers (8 percent of
the total of 205 lawyers) who used 42 percent of the speaking time, among whom one
academic (Pellet) accounted for 10 percent of all oral argument before the Court in the
fourteen years studied.211
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his was particularly so for legal teams in cases involving the United States where the United States was primarily
represented by US government lawyers and the opposing state oten hired lawyers from US law irms to form
part of their legal teams, e.g., LaGrand (Germany v. United States) and Avena (Mexico v. United States).
210
Pellet, supra note 197, at 148; see also Keith Highet, A Personal Memoir of Eduardo Jiménez de Aréchaga, 88 Am.
Soc’y Int’l L. Proc. 577, 579 (1994) (describing the ICJ Bar as “those international lawyers who have practiced
and continue to practice as oral advocates before the Court, who represent a variety of foreign states other than
their own governments, who are well-known to the judges and Registrar of the Court, who know how things
work out in practice, and who understand by experience the diiculties, pitfalls and tricks of the trade”).
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Crawford and Pellet, UK-based and French international lawyers, respectively, exemplify this inner circle. Crawford, now an ICJ judge, appeared in at least twenty-six cases
and advisory opinions representing Australia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia,
Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Libya, Liechtenstein, Malaysia, the Marshall Islands, the
Federated States of Micronesia, Nauru, Nigeria, Palestine, Romania, Samoa, the Solomon
Islands, hailand, and the United Kingdom.212 Pellet has appeared in at least sixteen cases
representing Argentina, Benin, France, Greece, the Republic of Guinea, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Japan, Liechtenstein, Peru, Romania, the Russian Federation, Singapore, hailand,
and Uganda.213
Several factors account for the dominance of UK and French international lawyers.
English and French are the oicial languages of the Court.214 Cases are heard in both
languages and judgments are delivered in both languages, which gives an inescapable
advantage to counsel who are native speakers of one of these languages and are bilingual
or have a working knowledge of the other.215 It is usually considered beneicial to draw
members of the legal team from both common and civil law states, and geographical balance is oten equated with having at least one UK and one French lawyer on the team!216
States that are former colonies oten select lawyers who are nationals of the former colonial power; for instance, Francophone African states typically hire French international
lawyers.
he strong connection between the UK and French legal academies and international
dispute resolution is coming under pressure from the academic side. hus, the top chairs
in public international law at some elite UK law schools used to be illed by academicpractitioners, including Crawford, Lowe, and Greenwood. But their successors, Eyal
Benvenisti, Catherine Redgwell, and Susan Marks, do not it this mold, suggesting a shit
in emphasis in hiring patterns. To the extent that this shit results in a lessening of the
connection between academia and practice, one should expect to see a lessening of the
two-way process of inluence and exchange that this connection enables.
3. Russia
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In Russia, a few younger lawyers now join the stafs of the Russian Constitutional Court
and the Supreme Court, but such work is infrequent and is not a springboard to the
academy. Some academics had experience working for the USSR or Russian government ministries, like the Russian Ministry of Foreign Afairs and the Russian Ministry
of Economic Development. his experience, however, seemed less pervasive than in the
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See James Crawford, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Crawford_(jurist) (last modiied July 6,
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United States. Moreover, several Russian international lawyers suggested that this crossover was more common during the Soviet Union than in Russia today. hese connections
may therefore represent more of a historical legacy than a replenishing reality.
Famous examples of international law academics who came from or engaged in government practice include Oleg Nikolaevich Khlestov, who was a professor of international law at the Diplomatic Academy ater long service as director of the Treaty and
Legal Department at the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Afairs;217 Stanislav Chernichenko,
who represented Russia on the UN Human Rights Commission, and was a member
of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities, a member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration, and vice president of the
Russian Association of International Law, before becoming a professor at the Diplomatic
Academy, where he coedited and coauthored a major textbook on international law;218
and Mark Lvovich Entin, a professor of international and European law at MGIMO, who
served as ambassador to Luxembourg, deputy permanent representative to the Council of
Europe, irst deputy director of the Directorate of European Cooperation of the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Afairs, and the head of section of the Political Department of the
Russian Ministry of Foreign Afairs.219
It is customary for international law academics from MGIMO to advise the Ministry
of Foreign Afairs, for those from the Russian Academy of Foreign Trade to advise the
Ministry for Economic Development, and for those from the NG Kuznetsov Naval
Academy to advise the Russian Navy, as these universities are institutionally linked
to these ministries.220 For instance, many of the international law professors at the
Russian Foreign Trade Academy have been active participants in the development
of Soviet and Russian economic policies, such as Aleksandr Komarov, head of the
Private International Law Department, who worked for the USSR Ministry of Foreign
Trade’s Law and Treaty Department, represented Russia at the UN Commission on
International Trade Law, and is a member of the governing bodies of the International
Institute for Uniication of Private Law and the International Council for Commercial
Arbitration.221
Numerous examples also exist of international law professors in Russia who hold
important government positions moving on to appointment to international courts
and tribunals (a large number hold their academic positions as second jobs). Examples
include Bakhtiyar Tuzmukhamedov (Diplomatic Academy, judge at the International
Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda, and counselor to the
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Russian Constitutional Court);222 Vladimir Golitsyn (Moscow State Institute of Foreign
Relations, USSR Ministry of Foreign Afairs, Oice of Legal Counsel at the United
Nations, chief legal counsel of the delegation of the Russian Federation in two cases
before the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), and now professor
at Moscow State University and president of ITLOS);223 and Vladlen Vereshchetin
(Institute of State and Law of the Russian Academy of Sciences, deputy director and head
of the International Law Department of the Institute of State and Law, and a member of
the Soviet delegations to the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and its
Legal Sub-committee, member of the International Law Commission, and judge of the
International Court of Justice).224
Nevertheless, movement back and forth between government and academia in international law may be more of a historical legacy than an ongoing phenomenon. According
to one Russian international lawyer:
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[V]ery few people from the legal department of the Ministry of Foreign Afairs
move to academia, especially now, they work from graduation to retirement at
the Ministry or in cases of heads of legal oices move to the ICJ (Skotnikov,
Gevorgyan) or other international institutions (e.g., [International Criminal Court]
for Khodakov). here are few members of the old guard who used to work for MFA
(Voronin, Khlestov), but they are the exception not the rule.225
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Similar points were made by other Russian international lawyers.226
Russian international law academics also seem to be largely absent from the practice
of international dispute resolution as advocates and experts, even when it comes to representing their own country.227 In its irst case before the International Court of Justice
(Georgia v. Russia), Russia was represented by Pellet (a French academic), Andreas
Zimmermann (a German academic), and Samuel Wordsworth (a UK barrister).228 In the
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cases against Russia in the European Court of Human Rights, the government does not
normally make use of Russian international law academics. Similarly, in the Yukos international arbitration, Russia was represented by two US law irms.229 his absence may
be explained by the lack of familiarity with English of many of the prominent Russian
international law academics and their immersion in Russian approaches that are unlikely
to be inluential before these courts and tribunals, as well as their dearth of experience
studying or working abroad.230
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4. China
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China’s international law academics maintain few connections with practice. Indeed, a
2016 study found that most Chinese international law academics believed that the biggest obstacle to teaching and research in international law in China was the lack of connections between academia and practice.231 Still, though formal connections are hard to
ind, informal connections sometimes exist behind closed doors.
Clerkships are not ordinarily available in China. Chinese international law academics also seem to be largely absent from international dispute resolution, probably partly
because China has hardly been involved in that arena. It has never been a party to an
ICJ case. China has appeared once in the International Court of Justice in the case on
Kosovo’s declaration of independence, in which it was represented by Xue Hanqin, who
is now a judge on the Court. China is a frequent litigant in the World Trade Organization
(WTO), but as a rule it hires foreign and Chinese law irms to represent it in those
cases.232 China has had a couple of arbitrations iled against it under the auspices of the
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, but one settled at a very
early stage and another was dismissed at a preliminary stage. he Philippines brought an
arbitration against China before ITLOS, but China rejected the tribunal’s jurisdiction
and refused to appear.
Historically, there has not been much movement back and forth by international
law academics and government oicials in China, although some scholars pointed to
informal connections, such as invitations to some scholars to advise government ministers and leaders on certain international law issues.233 In addition, some exceptions (i.e.,
academics who have taken on government roles and vice versa) also exist. For instance,
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Cao Jianming, the former president and professor of international law of East China
University of Politics and Law in Shanghai, was a renowned General Agreement on
Tarifs and Trade/WTO expert. In 1994 and 1998, he was invited to give two lectures to
the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, which
includes fewer than thirty members, including China’s president and premier. hereater,
Cao was appointed as a vice president of China’s Supreme People’s Court and later
served as the procurator general of China’s Supreme People’s Procuratorate.234 Another
example is Wan E’xiang, a former professor of international law at Wuhan University
School of Law, who was appointed as a vice president of the Supreme People’s Court of
China and vice chairperson of the Standing Committee of the Twelth National People’s
Congress.235 Going in the other direction, Yang Guohua was the deputy director general
of the Department of Treaty and Law at China’s Ministry of Commerce before becoming
a law professor at Tsinghua University in 2014.236
Examples can also be found of Chinese government oicials who are part-time or
adjunct law professors or take on academic positions ater they retire. Xue Hanqin, now
an ICJ judge,237 received her initial degrees in China before completing an LLM and JSD
at Columbia Law School. She entered the Foreign Ministry of China in 1980 and served
in numerous positions, including as deputy director general and then director general of
the Department of Treaty and Law and later as legal counsel to the Ministry of Foreign
Afairs. In addition to holding many international appointments, such as membership
and then chair of the International Law Commission, she holds a position as professor
at Wuhan University School of Law. Another example is Zhang Yuejiao, a former senior
oicial with China’s Ministry of Commerce who became a law professor at Tsinghua
University and was appointed as a WTO Appellate Body member in 2008.238
Despite the earlier paucity of exchange between international law academics and
those serving as international lawyers at the Ministry of Foreign Afairs and the Ministry
of Commerce, this situation is slowly changing as China’s engagement with the international system has increased.239 Since around 2009, the Ministry of Commerce has
employed two or three international law academics at a time on yearlong secondments.
Part of the demand for this integration has come from the increased exposure of China
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to international trade and investment disputes since its accession to the WTO in 2001
and its signature of investment treaties with strong arbitration clauses in recent decades.
Many of these academics have worked on actual or threatened trade and investment disputes during their time at the ministry.240
he Ministry of Foreign Afairs has been slower to incorporate international law academics. Starting around 2011, it began employing three to ive international law academics
for three- or six-month secondments. Although this ministry deals with many controversial issues, such as the South China Sea disputes, it is not currently appearing before any
international dispute resolution forums relating to these disputes. Instead of working on
the front line of dispute resolution, these academics have usually been asked to conduct
background research and to write memos on a range of issues before the Ministry.
hese secondments are consistent with the approach adopted by the above-mentioned
Central Politics and Law Commission Opinion on the Implication of the Program for
Legal Elite Education, issued in December 2011.241 One aim of this joint opinion has
been to increase interchange between the Chinese government and Chinese law schools,
including by calling for one thousand law professors to be rotated into the government
for one- to two-year periods to obtain practical experience and for a signiicant number
of government oicials to be rotated into academic legal positions.242
C. Implications for the Divisible College
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he prevalence of distinct sorts of professional experience in diferent international law
academies is apt to produce variations in terms of the inward inluences on, and outward
spheres of inluence of, those academics in ways that relect and reinforce certain nationalizing, denationalizing, and westernizing trends within the ield.
First, some forms of professional practice are likely to have a nationalizing inluence,
such as clerking for a judge on a domestic court, as is common for US international law
academics. Clerking for a domestic judge may result in concentration on domestic legal
issues as international law issues are usually encountered, if at all, through the lens of how
they make their way into that domestic system. he focus would typically be on how
international law is received in that state, and international law might well be subordinated to domestic law within this framework, as it certainly is within the United States.
Clerking for a national court judge also means that these scholars are likely to have been
surrounded by national peers and to have worked for a judge of the same nationality.243
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hese nationalizing experiences may help to explain why many US international law
scholars deal largely with issues related to the reception of international law in the United
States and foreign relations law more generally. his tendency is reinforced when they
enter the US teaching market where they are oten required to teach a domestic class in
addition to international law, which also focuses them on domestic case law and domestic
issues, such as the separation of powers under US constitutional theory and practice.
Second, other connections to practice are likely to have a denationalizing inluence,
such as appearing as an advocate before an international court or tribunal. When academics appear as advocates before domestic courts, they typically form a part of teams made
up of other lawyers from that state, their task is to appeal to a bench composed of nationals from that state, and they must cast their arguments within a domestic legal framework.
By contrast, in cases before international courts and tribunals, these academics typically
appear as part of multinational teams, their task is to convince a multinational bench, and
their arguments are principally crated as a matter of international, rather than domestic,
law. According to Pellet, a team pleading before the ICJ must address a bench with “very
diverse legal ‘sensitivities,’” which forces them to use a “legal language” that can be understood by iteen to seventeen judges as diferent from one another as a British former
professor and Queen’s Counsel, a member of the French Conseil d’état, a former Soviet
professor, a Chinese civil servant, and a Brazilian diplomat.244 He concludes that this
legal “melting pot” can be achieved only if the team is itself “legally diverse.”245 he international dispute resolution experience of UK and French international law academics
may help to explain the focus of much of their scholarship on areas like ICJ judgments,
investment treaty arbitration, and state responsibility.
hird, in some cases, the nationalizing or denationalizing efect of certain professional
experiences will depend on the precise location and nature of the work and the baseline for comparison. Consider, for instance, whether the full-time employment by the
US government of many US international law scholars should be counted as a nationalizing or denationalizing inluence. On the one hand, this experience may be viewed as
distinctly nationalizing. International lawyers who work for their own government are
likely to be surrounded by their national peers. If they work in a domestic agency, like
the US Department of Justice, they are less likely to come across international law issues
and, even when they do, those issues are apt to be framed within a national context, such
as a Supreme Court case, where international law is typically subordinate rather than
supreme. If they work in a department with a more external function, such as the US
Department of State, they will be more prone to interact with foreign colleagues, but
they would be representing their home state, which may inluence the way they frame
international legal issues.
On the other hand, some of these experiences could also be viewed as denationalizing.
Some US international law academics observed that they did not realize how much international law there was, or how seriously the United States and many other states took it,
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until they worked for the State Department. hese academics did not think they would
have had the same denationalizing experience if they had worked for the Department of
Justice. Ater all, the State Department interacts with foreign counterparts and is tasked
with communicating their viewpoints to other US government departments. Accordingly,
the State Department is oten seen as “the most cosmopolitan” or “let-wing” of the major
US government departments, and bureaucratic rivals sometimes view the department
as having “gone native” in the international law community. As one academic who had
formerly worked for the government explained to me: “he State Department views its
mission as being to save the rest of the world from America.”
his diference in perspective highlights the need to disaggregate diferent types of
government experience and to consider the baseline from which these inluences are
judged. Some forms of government practice are going to be more nationalizing than others, as evidenced by comparisons between the Departments of Justice and State. Some
forms of government experience sit on a nationalizing/denationalizing threshold where
they may look denationalizing to domestic lawyers and nationalizing to foreign lawyers.
One’s benchmark for comparison also matters. If one is comparing two US academics
with identical backgrounds except that one has worked for the State Department and the
other has not, the denationalizing thesis assumes greater weight because the other inluences are likely to be distinctly nationalizing. But when comparing US academics with
UK academics, the same experience may be viewed as nationalizing because on the whole
the UK academics start with a much more denationalized baseline.
Fourth, diferent forms of practice pave the way for distinct insights. Koh has stressed
the importance for international law academics to engage seriously in practice, as otherwise it is like “talking about baseball without having ever played.”246 For the same reason,
one Russian international lawyer lamented how little movement back and forth there
now was between people working for the Russian government and people working in
the Russian international law academy: “that’s a pity because the academic world i[s]
very much divorced from [the] practice of international law and the much stronger at
least technically group of international lawyers at the MFA.”247 UK international lawyer
Bethlehem, who engaged in considerable advocacy and advisory work as an academic,
nonetheless relected on how deeply his understanding of international law changed
when he became the legal adviser of the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Oice.248
He was surprised by the “secret life of international law,” that is, the volume and detail
of international legal interactions between states that is invisible to those outside government.249 He also relected on how an inside view into the way a government works
considerably changed his understanding of the relationship between international and
national law. “As an international lawyer,” Bethlehem contended, “the proposition is
in our DNA that international law prevails over domestic law,” because the notion of
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supremacy deines the relationship on the international plane and would be the approach
taken by, for instance, the ICJ.250 In practice, however, states are oten more driven by
domestic law considerations than international law ones, notably in areas like national
security, which requires a more nuanced appreciation of how national law and international law interact.251
Fith, diferent types of professional experiences also create their own potential for conlicts of interest. In discussing the phenomenon of dédoublement fonctionnel, Schachter
noted that the mingling of scholarly and oicial roles creates tensions as individuals
move from one role to another, leading to questions about whether they are acting in
the capacity of objective scientist or government advocate.252 he potential for academics to nationalize their scholarly agendas seems more likely to pervade academies where
scholars frequently work for their governments and a high degree of symbolic capital is
accorded to such work. his potential may disproportionately afect scholars who angle
for a government position partway through their careers, rather than before their academic careers have begun, because it will oten be harder for scholars who have been
critical of their states to secure such jobs. Conlicts of interest may be posed in particular
for academics who simultaneously write and practice. Crawford has noted that many
international lawyers uncomfortably wear two hats as academic lawyers and professionals in active practice.253 Although this experience contributes to the mutual exchange of
ideas, it also raises questions about whether those who practice international law have
given up their scholarly independence and become too caught up in pursuing the details
of individual cases or the national interest.254
Sixth, the dominance of international lawyers, including international law academics,
from Western states in various areas of international practice, like certain forms of international dispute resolution, relects and reinforces certain westernizing inluences within
the ield and may open avenues for certain national approaches to take an outsized part
in deining the “international.”255 For instance, the docket of the International Court of
Justice has become relatively diverse in the last few decades, with cases from all corners of
the globe. Despite this geographical diversity, Robert Jennings has noted that “the judges
can conidently expect to see mostly the same faces in the principal places on the benches
of counsel, whatever the geographical or political provenance of the case,” given the existence of an “informal international bar” made up of a “small club of the more familiar
names.”256 More diverse approaches to international law that might come from the states
before the Court are oten channeled through Western (and, more speciically, UK and
French) representation, giving academics from these states an opportunity to present
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their own national approaches to international law, which, if accepted by the Court, take
on the form of “international” rather than “national” interpretations.
UK and French international lawyers may be understood as competing to establish
the inluence of the common law and civil law traditions on international tribunals like
the ICJ. According to Jouannet, this competition involves a continuous “selling” of
each national legal model so as to inluence the establishment of international norms
and institutions that relect the principles of either the Anglo-Saxon tradition or the
continental French tradition.257 his process also relects a struggle for inluence in public international law between the two legal models, which can be seen in the formation
of international criminal tribunals, the drating of the decisions by international courts,
and understandings of the appropriate role of international judges. he inluence of lawyers and international law academics from diferent states and regional groupings must
be analyzed on an area-by-area basis, as the patterns that hold true in ICJ litigation do
not necessarily hold true in all other ields and institutions. Nevertheless, in various signiicant areas, the dominance of lawyers and academics from Western states in general,
and from a handful of Western states in particular, represents an important mechanism
through which Western approaches are translated into international approaches.
But do similar patterns of diference and dominance arise in international law textbooks? his question is addressed in Chapter 4.
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